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ESTANCIA NEWS HERALD
--

News Established 1804
Hsrald Established 1908

Estancia, Torrance County, New Mexico, Thursday, August 21, 1913

ABSTRACT OF ASSESSOR'S RETURNS FOR TORRANCE

gastos por sus respectivas petici

COUNTY ones;

Volume

LIST

IX No. 42

OF JURORS

Resuélvase, que por cuanto el
cuerpo ha sido criticado por ha
FFollowing is a list of the juBelow is printed an abstract of the assessor's returns, the figures for last year being given also
ber aceptado la proposición de rors drawn for the September
for purposes of comparison.
los peticionarios en sufragarlos term of the district
court.
gastos como antes dicho, y liber
1913
1912
GRAND JURORS.
Acres Agricultural lands
360,806 value 11.340,231.
acres 293,977
Value $ 381,964 tar al contado de dicho gasto, que
W. A. Goodnight
Improvements
269,455
126,003 el dinero asi pagado por dichos
Benjamin Black
peticionarios sea devuelto por los George Alter
1,609,686
Total
507,967 miembros de este cuerpo a los pe
John A. Leonard
41,565
62,145
Acres Pasture land
13.855
15,570 ticionarios que el costo de reuni
Paz Sedillo
"330
Improvements
on sea cargados al condado.
Eustauqua Gonzalez
Por cuanto el reclamo No. 821,
RC Dillon
41,895
por la suma de $190.00, fechado Dan Thomas
122,667
No.
8,650
Number of town lots
6,875
89,889 el 28 de Diciembre, 1911, protoApolonio Gonzalez
124,733
Improvements
68,670 colado por Edward Roberson,
Seráfico Romero
de este Condado,
William Smith
247,400
Total
158,559 y causado de ser pagado por este
H. W. Brockaw
29,700
Acres timber lands
3,960
acres 19,868
44,310 Cuerpo, por media de una engañ
Gregario Lobato
" mineral lands
"
"
19.200
"
640
640 .
.9,600 osa y falsa representación, hecha
Adolfo Lucero
1,947,881
Total value all real e3tate
736,006 por su representante Frank A.
J. S. Kelly
"
Miles telegraph and telephone
196
22,418
145
miles
"
5,460 Chavez, quien hera previo a sete
Delfinio Barreras
" railroad
"
167.48 "
4,886,460
95
380,710 tiempo el diputado de Roberson,
W. W. Wagner
25,000
Buildings, tools and machinery
"
y quien pretendía saber todos los Earnest Duke
4,911,460
Total rail road property
380,710 particulares
en cuanto arriba
W. P. Hopkins
900
"
Flour mills
mencionado reclamo, diciendole C. W. Chadwick
11.100
Sawmills
4,800 al cuerpo que la Corte de Distri
Bonifacio Barela
"
119,116
No.
Number horses
2.176
1,503
33,250 to había ordenado de que el mis
PETIT JURORS.
"
"
27,752
304
mules
350
12,385 mo fuese pagado, y habiendo sido
John Conant
"
"
114,259
1,799
2,911
cattle
22,564 hallado, conforme la sección 22
John Berkshire
" 53,004
"
262,745
sheep
50,003
79,514 del Capitulo 22 de la sesión de
Ezequiel Velasquez
'
"
"
goats
3,150
743
1,019
745 leyes de 1899, ser ilegal;
N. A. Wells
"
"
3,059
Bwine
119
306
600
Resuélvase que este Cuerpo use
Jose Sanchez
"
2,022
"
"
223
183
burros
376 todo su poder para hacer que es
Ezequiel Larranaga
"
"
"
26,183
carriages and vehicles
"
758
942
9,897 ta mater ia sea investigada por la
Frank
Laws
"
"
6,465
sewing machines
391
300
2,145 propia autoridad y que si se halla
T. H. Flowers
11,744
Va 1 u e saddles and harness
4,009 se ser un reclamo inlegal, hacer
Julius Meyer
"
169,288
merchandise
67,217 prosedimientos legales sean pren
E. L. Garvin
"
12,076
farm implements
6,388 tipiados encontra del reciamente
M. L. Hardin
"
8,691
office fixtures, etc.,
2.609 para el rcobro de dicho dinero y
Woodall
Frank
"
money
405
455 también por sometir falsas rela
DeWitt Barron
"
2,259
watches and clocks
995 ciones a este cuerpo,
D. C. Delozier
"
law and medical books
1,509
821
Por cuanto este Cuerpo aprovo
Manuel Chavez
"
gold and silver plate
315
175 un reclamo en de Frank A. Cha'
B. B. Walker
"
4,351
musical instruments
2,704 vez en la suma de $9.00 la libran.
J. Cooper
"
household furniture
38,134
15,581 za in o. 191 en pago del mismo
Joe Purcella
"
35,205
banks and corporation stocks
17,300 apárese haber sido j irada en la
Edgar Ingram
"
lumber
5,250
2,910 manoescritura del mismo Frank
Eugenio
Baca
" . blacksmith and carpenter tools
1,064
615 A, Chavez por la suma de $29.00;
Justo Padilla
"
property
43,268
all other
Resuélvase que este cuerpo lla
8,335
R. E. Chapman
96,003
Penalties
57,864 mara a la propia autoridad para
Francisco Sanchez y Vigil
que investigueesta materia, y si
D. M. Wilson
Total values
7,888,072
1,476,430 se hallase sobre envestigacion, de
Exemptions
197, 400
142,000 que dicho Chavez hizo dicha li
For $2,500.00
vranza en la suma de $29.00 en
I will offer for sale for cash, my
Total less exemptions
7,690,672
1,334,430 pago del reclamo de $9.00 de ha hall and lot adjoining on
south.
Subject to tax J
2,563,557
1,334,430 cer que prosedimientos
sean tra my livery barn and ice house, 8
In making comparisons on the above there are several things to be noted.
All values given for 1913 are full values, whereas the values for 1912 are those returned for taxa- ídos en contra de dicho Chavez. lota in Alta Vista with good well
tion. In comparing any items, the valuation for 1913 should be divided by three to arrive at the valPor cuanto el informe, hecho al and fenced.
Also relinquishue returned for taxation.
Gobernador por el dicho Auditor, ment to 160 acres of land 6J miles
Last year all lands upon which improvements were assessed were listed and included in the total mostrando que en varios instant- from town, with about $300 00
acreage. This year only deeded lands were listed. There is also a slight difference in the classificaes los miembros de este Cuerpo worth of improvements on same.
tion of lands as between agricultural , pasture and timber.
Monte Goodin.
Some forms of property are itemized in the 191 3 list which in 1912 was included in ' 'al! other property " han reclamado y sacado millaje
adv
en exeso a lo que la ley consede,
T. S. Smith and N. A. Wells
por atender a las reuniones de went to Mountainair to
' 'Resolución.
attend
Condado, en y por Condado de
comisionados;
PRCEDIMIENTOS
the Socialist doings at the ChauResuélvase por el Honorable Torrance, Estado de Nuevo Mexque este Cuerpo a tauqua.
Cuerpo de Comisionados .de Con ico.
, finResuélvase
de hacer la materia clara dise
DE LOS COMISIONADOS dado, en y por el Condado de TorEn testimonio de lo cual el Cu- que los reclamos construidos de
Frank Chavez returned Mon
rance, Estado de Nuevo Mexico, erpo de Comisionados de Condaser por un viaje por el Auditor, day from Albuquerque, where he
reunidor en sesión regular, que do, de dicho Condado, reunidos por
Resolución.
los diferentes viajes hechoas was called by the illness and
la materia del nombramiento de en reunion regular, han espidido
Por cuanto el Auditor Ambuen atender las reuniones durante death of his sister. Mrs. Chavez
Acasio Gallegos, como Secretario este certificado de nombramiento
lante y Eexaminador de Banco
el entero termestre y por gastos and children will remain a few
de Condado en y por el Condado y causado que el sello de dicho
de Estado en su informe al Goincurridos mientras en atenden- - days longer.
de Torrance es por esta tomada y cuerpo sea aqui fijado.
bernador, con respecto a la excia a las diferentes reuniones, y
At the meeting of the Tor
lo misma es reconsiderada, conHecho en Estancia, la Cabace-r- a que si cualquiera de dichos recla- rance County Development Asamination hecho al secretario del
y aprovada, irrespecto a
firmada
de dicho Condado, este dia 7 mos son por millaje como se dise sociation held in Mountainair
Condado de Torrance menciona
cualquiera condiciones previas de Octubre 1912.
el hecho que Manuel Sanchez, Jr.,
en tal informe, los mismo es por this week Harry J. Fincke was
sometió su resignación condicio- sometidas en la resignación de Sello.
esta Jreconsiderado y aprovado
president, R C. Dillon
Manuel Sanchez, Jr., ode otro
Firmado; Lorenzo Zamora,
por millaje y gastos y salario de of Encino was elected vice presinada sobre el nombramiento de
modo, y que este Cuerpo prosede
Juan Cruz Sanchez, cualqueira de los dichos miembros dent. Dr.B. E. Hedding of MounAcasio Gallegos como su sucesor,
a dar y por estas consede y ordeLibrado Valencia,
de este cuerpo por quien tal re- tainair secretary, C. M. Milbourn
y que de otro modo la misma ten
na a que se le sea consedido el
Cuerpo Comisionados. clamos haya sido sometido.
tria que quedar nula;
treasurer, and the present dissiguiente certificado de nombra- Attestigua:
Por lo tanto resuélvase que tanFirmado: Lorenzo Zamora,
trict vice presidents were re
Firmado: Manuel Sanchez, Jr.,
to de las minutas de este cuerpo miento, a saber:
Presidente del Cuerpo de Co elected.
The first quarterly
Certificado de Nombremiento.
Secretario del Cuerpo." misionados de Condado del Con- meeting is to be held at Estancia
consernientes al nombramiento y
Oficina del Cuerpo de ComisionaPor cuanto este Cuerpo en el dado de Torrance.
confirmación del dicho Acaaoi
the first Monday in November.
dos, Estado de Nuevo Mexidia 20 de Mayo, 1913, han visto
Librado Valencia,
Gallegos las que fueron hechas
We will print a more extended
co, Condado de Torrance.
propio hacer que el senso de los
Juan C. Sanchez.
en forme de resolución, y apare-se- n
account of the meeting next
Estas son para certificar que presintos No. 6 y 7 sean tomados
Miembros.
en pagina 233 del libro que
week.
Acasio Gallegos, habiendo sido conforme las peticiones de B.
El cuerpo se prorroga sujeto a The married men and
contienen los prosedimientos de
Septithe
el
dia 27 de
Freilinger v Ben Donlin, y pasar la llamada del presidente.
los comisionados, sean publicadas nombrado en
young bucks fought a
d
y hechas parte de los prosedimi- embre, A. D. 1912, y su nombra-- , los costos de tomar el dicho senso
Aprovado,
e
miento reconsiderado y confirma- y de la reunion de dicho cuerpo a
entos de esta sesión como'
Lorenza Zamora, Presidente. ball game to a draw last Sunday.
Approaching darkness ended the
do
A.
D.
7
Octubre,
dia
de
o
este
peticionarios,
como que Doy Fe: Acasio Gallegos,
dichos
a la materia en el
1912, a la oficina de Secretario de ellos asumieron a sufragar los
informe, a saber:
Secretario de Condado. hostilities. The score was 5 to 5.

-
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ESTANCIA

LUCIA
Special Correspondence.

Mrs. Nelson went to Mountain-ai- r
Friday to attend the Chautauqua.
Mr. and Mrs. Nielsen returned
to St Louis Saturday after a ten
day's stay in Lucia.
E. A. Mattingly was a business
caller in Albuquerque Saturday.
J. A. Cobb and family started
for Las Vegas Monday.
They
are making the trip in a wagon
and expect to spend a few days
camping and fishing on the Pecos
river.
Misses Ethel and Myrtle Hubbard were shopping in Estancia
Saturday.
Miss Lillie Maloney is expected
home this week from Becker
where she has been visiting her
brother, A. B. Maloney.
Mrs. Briden and Doley Cobb
have returned to their homes in
Butler and Kansas City, Missouri.
Julius Meyer made a business
trip to Estancia Saturday.
Mrs. G. W. Austin and Mrs.
W. F. Peel are on the sick list
The Lucia school
begins
September 1st Mrs. Frances
Goodrich is the teacher for the
ensuing year.
Mrs. J. B. White and Mrs. John
McGilhvray are enjoying the
Chautauqua at Mountainair this
week.

who is in a position to know
what he is talking about, and he
was enthusiastic in the belief
that it will be but a short time
until a large flour mill is established here. It is no guess with
the gentleman we talked with.
He felt sure that the mill would
locate in Willard. One of the
main reasons for the location of
the mill at this point is the excellent freight rates that we enjoy
here.
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Fred
baby
Chavez, an eight-poun- d
girl.
TheMcKinley brothers, Jack
and Jim, received word last week
of the death of their father in
Oklahoma.
J. H. Allen was in town last
week to see the doctor, having a
very sore arm, which he says
was received from the hands of
Tex Cravens. The trouble came
over the misplacing of a horse
so we are informed, but we do
not know the facts.
G. W. Cox and family of Ham
lin, Texas, were in Willard the
first of the week and purchased
the A. M. Mead farm east of
town. Mr. Cox says he intends
to get back to Willard as soon as
possible, and will then put in a
pumping plant and demonstrate
what can be done here in the
way of farming. Mr. Cox is a
traveling salesman for a whole
sale harness house in Dallas
Texas.
L. W. DeWolf writes from
that they had good rains
Sunday, Sunday night, Monday
and Tuesday afternoons.

W

NEWS-HERAL-

Frank and Maurice Gomez and
Joe Davis shipped a car of wool
last week that contained 42,000
pounds. About 300 sheep pelts
were shipped the same day. A
number of these were from sheep
that bad been killed by wolves-

Silverton
Special Correspondence.

A few small showers fell in
this neighborhood which settled
the dust, but north and west of
us there was a downpour of rain
which will help the crops that
are left
Mr. Boren and family departed Monday for Oklahoma.
Jesse Hubbard has concluded
to stay with the valley awhile
longer at least We hope others
will conclude to stay.
Mrs. Fred Kutchin and Miss
Caroline DeHart were callers at
the Ligon home Wednesday.

S22

in Quality
The Little Rifles .22Bis!
calibre rifle, single shot

going to buy a
you'll find that many well known crack
e
.22. Their
shots started with a Remington-UM.
now would be "By all means, get a Remington-UMCbecause they know that there is a tendency in some
quarters to look upon these models as only a small
boy's rifle" and to cheapen them so that they can be
.
old at a price.

are
YOUrepeater

ad-vic-

C

Vou hava just as much right to expect full shooting vsluo in
your .22 calibre arm as in youi ;S7 i big game rifle.
single shot at from $3 to 16, .ZZ.
Vou want the Remington-UM.25-1- 0
or 32 calibre, made by the same people who make the famous
Autoloading RifleRemington-UM.liM artion .ZZ
Or. I roo prefer the repeUins rifle, rtie Ramlntton-UM.22 ahort.
ahoobn
l.ke.Jon end .peel end up,feeuire..
with ila
,. .our arm jMdb,l,W
$10
.t
popular email calibra nflea in
.
Lho

eatr
or .22 Ion. rifle eartricW.
!fiW
moat
dealers ei thia community
Reminfton

Mrs. Julia Terns of Kansas
City is spending a "few weeks
with her friends Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Eblin of Cedar Grove.

299

Arms-Unio- n

J (y

Metsllio Cartridge Co.
New Y

Broadwar

Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Ligon en
tertained for dinner Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Eblin, Mr.
and Mrs. Amos Kuykendall, Mrs.
C. J. Amble,
Willie Elgin , President.
Julia Terns, Misses Emma Eblin,
Ed. W. Roberson, Cashier.
Merle Baron, the guest of honor
being Mrs. Terns.
We belinve business goes where it is in
Mr. and Mrs. Amos Kuyken
vited aud abides where it is well treated .
dall entertained the following
We solicit your account.
Kentucky Lodge Sunday in hon
or of Mrs. Julia Terns' birthday,
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Eblin and
if
Emma, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Li?
NEGRA
on and sister Mrs. Bryan.
THIRTY-THIR- D
Mrs. Ben Young attended the
?
Special Correspondence.
Women's Federation at Moun
MORIARTY
tainair last week returning home
Misses Nellie Bigbeeand
Sunday evening.
Davenport are attending the
Mrs. Ligon is losing chickens
normal at Mountainair this week. From the Moriarty Messenger.
with a disease something like all
C. B. Hambrick and Geo.
Moriarty has been blessed with the others here in this neighbor
Brewer were at Negra this week more rain this week. Some pla- hood.
A letter from Mrs. Drury
doing some windmill work for L. ces have bad rain about every
P. Walter.
day. We have been told that San Diego, California, informs
us that she has traded her farm
G. W. Gossage and wife at the heaviest rain of the year fell here for property in San Diego,
Tuesday
Moriarty
11
in
around
and
She is very much pleased with
tended the association at Estancia
She has quite
last week and report a good time. evening. It must have been a her home there.
good one for there was water in an extensive poultry business
Roy Brown was in Negra Sat
a nice garden but she says
streets Thursday. Mcintosh and
you have to hand them the water
urday evening to meet his son the
also had a good rain. At Moun and hoe quite frequently.
Each department overflowing
who had been visiting in Alba
tainair it rained every day from
Some parties from Roswell are
querque for a few days.
Sunday to Wednesday, not heavy looking at property in this vicini
with splendid attractions.
Mrs. D. Taffia returned Tues. but enough to bring the grass ty.
We hope they will locate as
day from a month's visit at Santa and present a good appearance to this being an off year land
cheap: but it will come to the w
Fe.
$
Chautauqua visitors.
$
front soon.
communications'
to
all
Address
Harvey
Flowers
purchased
H.
Mr. and Mrs. T.
B. Steele has
returned from a nice home in Albuquerque and
and Catherine
WILLARD
good
job. He expects
Manager,
their visit with relatives and has a
there.
remain
friends in Kentucky. Mrs. Flow
Mrs. Sallie Bryan of Timber
Albuquerque,
M.
From the Record- ers has improved in health. Mr. Ledge Is spending the week at
About 1 o'clock Wednesday Flowers says the Estancia Valley Kentucky Lodge.
night fire was discovered in the looks as good as any place he had John Milbourn has been on the
Miss Annie sick list for a few days.
Arthur Biggs general store. The seen on the trip.
stopped
off
at Willard Bud Chandler and Mr. Plumlee
Flowers
stock of goeds and building were
TORRANCE COUNTY SAVINGS BANK
will go to Albuquerque to hunt
entirely cossumed. Loss on stock and is attending the institute at work. Mrs.
Plumlee and son will
Willard, New Mexico
Mountainair.
about $1,200; insurance $600.
go to ber people in Texas for the
,
The building was a total loss, the
The creamery man finally re winter.
H.B. Jones, Pres., A. B. McDonald, Vice Pres. W.B.Humphries, Jr. Cashier
insurance on same having expir- turned from a trip east and
Miss Caroline DeHart took din
Your business is neither too small nor too large for us to handle
satisfactorily.
We. invite comparison with other banks.
ed only a few days since.
writes us that he has a man on ner with Mrs. 5. a. Douglas
bunday.
C. Short's shoe repair shop al an extended trip now through
The Norman family left for
so was consumed by the flames, out New Mexico to investigate Texas Sunday.
in
Sunshine
the
conditions
cream
with a small loss.
The above named buildings be- state. The. representative will
EASTVIEW
Blacksmith and Repair Shop
first loook into a proposition
longed to J. F. Rheinhardt.
blacksmithing and wood repair work promptly
All
of
kinds
cans
200
of
cream
about
Special Correspondence.
The warehouse belonging to where
ESTANCIA, NEW MEXICO
done. Charges reasonable.
every
purchased
week
be
can
Kayser,
Co- also
Dorotha
Maud Johnson
the Dunlavy Mercantile
investigation
largely
be
will
The
B.
Spencer were delegates
and B.
went up in smoke with a loss of
the eaptist convention in Es
about $500. Mr. VondeVeld had in the southern end of the state to
OlOl
tancia.
some goods stored there, but and may include this district.
Spencer
B.
Mrs.
B.
took
the
headquarters
to
Upon
his return
they were saved.
civil service examination for
Ben Donlin discovered the fire the creamery people will be in postmaster of Manzano.
negoposition
to
continue
better
and gave the alarm.
Mrs. August Kayser.
Mrs.
relative to a creamery Torrance and Clara spent the
If it had not been for the wat- tiations
week end with home folks after
Land Office Business of all Kinds Transacted.
er furnished by the Willard Mer- in this district
Mrs. P. N. Dannevik arrived a week s attendance at ChautauFire, Life, Accident and Health Insurance.
cantile Co. and the heroic efforts
qua. They report the Chautauof their force, the McKinly Bros, home Friday. She spent the past qua good and the institute fine.
Legal Papers Drawn and Acknow- saloon building would surely have month on the Gulf coast with
ledged. Residences and
The saw mill force is busv tret-Mr. Dannevik enjoying the fine ting out telephone poles for the
been destroyed.
Farms for Rent.
Estancia Telephone Company.
The cause of the fire is a mys- bathing and fishing.
largest
The
season
rain
of
the
tery.
W. L. McKinley left for Rock
fell August 12th. thus insurimr
This week the editor of this Co., Colo-- , the fore part of this auite a few nubbins in our corn
paper interviewed a gentleman week.
field.
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ESTANCIA

NOTICIAS DE LA
ULTIMA SEMANA
Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Western.
Cincuenta indios arapajos entretuvieron á una multitud de masones en
los cuarteles del club de la prensa da
Denver bailando danzas de guerra y
cantando cantos nativos.
Trinidad C, de Baca volvió á Santa
F'é de Mosquero, condado de Union,
donde presecutfi & William Rae, por
baper matado un Antílope. Rae fue
convictado y multado en la suma de
196.90.

Estando en una disputa sobre quién
serla el favorito ánte los ojos de uní
Joven en Mexico,' tres mexicanos decidieron poner fin a sus dificultades por
medio de navajas en Palmer Lake
cerca de Colorado Springs.
Un de los asesinatos mus en sangre frfa que se haya visto en la historia del Pueblo tomó lugar cuando
Frank Dolman,
baleó y mató al contestable Norman Paterson.
Dolman después cometió suicidio
un tiro.
John MacDonald, de la comandato-rl- a
Columbine No. 63, de Chicago, y
Angus MacDonald, de Montrose, Colorado, fueron unos de los hombres mas
felices en Denver. Pues era la primera vez que se hablan visto en el curso
de cuarenta aflos.
Cuatro que estaban parados fueron
seriamente beleados y otros tres algo
una dificultad
lastimados
cuando
ocurrió en la avenida East South en
Salt Lake City cuando un policía ondeó la bandera americana ante la
presencia de un orador de los I. W. W.
A. H. Strassle de "Costilla, condado
de Taos, escribe al ingeniero de estado en Santa Fé que como mayordomo
de la agua allí el ha arrestado diezl-uuev- e
personas por' contumacia a 1
corte, por tomar agua de varias acequias en violación de las ordenanzas
en el asunto.
Washington.
Que los trusts del tabace en lugar
dehaber sido desolbidos por la orden
de la corte suprema "de los Estados
Unidos ha acresentado su fuerza mo
nupolista de manufactureros, fué expuesto por el Senador Hitchcock de
Nebraska" en el Senado, cuando descu-tlasobre la ley del tobaco.
En el arrivo de John Lind a la Ciudad de Mexico, representativo personal del presidente Wilson, oficiales
de la administranión han declarado
que no se tomaran pasos en adelante
para llevar acabo la póliza de los Estados Unidos hacia Mexico hasta que
estudiLind no haya cuidadosamente
ado la situación.
Foreign.
Se ha dicho, que en no hallando suporte de los otros poderes, ambas
Russia y Australia han abandonado la
Intención de demandar una revisión
en el tratado de Bucharest.
La mañana de' servicio en Westminster Abbey en London fue interrumpida por veinte sufragistas, quienes repitieron la esena que se dirigía en la
Catedral de San Pablo cantando "Save
Emmeline Pankhurst."
Los primeros tiros en la guerra diplomática entre los Estados Unidos y
Mexico tuvieron lugar y fué ganada
por John Lind, representante del pres
idente Wilson, cuando hizo que lo re
cibieran inoficial mente por el Minis
tro Extranjero Frederico Gamboa de
la Ciudad de Mexico.
Se ha declarado una huelga e"n toda Italia proclamando un manifiesto
sacado á luz por los Syndlcallstas y
los Socialistas en Milan. El mani
úrge
las
s
todas
fiesto
trabajadores que tomen
el
para
llevar
.acción Inmediata
"strike" acabo hasta lo último.
General.
El representante Henry D. Clayton
dé Alabama presentó sus credenciales
como succesor a Joseph E. Johnston
como senador de los Estados Unidos.
Los Angeles, por medio de votación
de ISO para 1C2, le ganó a Nuevo York
en la contesta para tener la congregación treinta y tercera que se tendrá en ese Ciudad en 1916.
Henry W. Miller de Portsmouth,
Ohio, abandonó la oficina de solicitador del departamento de 'la nave sin
El habla
presentar su resignación.
esoído que su succesor Democrático
'
taba para ser nombrado.
El gobierno de los Estados Unidos
sabe de buena tinta que los gobiernos
extranjeros no harán nada en perturbación de embarasar el punto de paz
del presidente Wilson hacia a Mexico,
y esta inclinado ha soportar el mismo.
Estl'l Potter, diezinueve años d
edad, hija de Newton Potter, un ranchero rico 'que vive, cerca de Lexington, Mo., fué matada por Goldie Wink-fielun negro empleado en la casa
de Potter. La garganta de la niña fuo
cortada de oreja á oreja.

Notaa da Colorado.
La primera pelea de toros que se ha
atentado tener en el estado de Colo
rado fue tenida en el Lakeside, en
Denver, Colo.
R. H. McDowell, quien era bien co
nocido de la plaza de Fort Collins de
veinte años pasados, lo mató un tren
pasajero en Reno, Nev.
Un hombre muerto y dos seria
mente lastimados a resultas de un mo
toreyele que se fué hacia al lugar de
A. C. O'Connor en la Junta,
Mrs. Nancy E. Rothrock, esposa del
Dr. Francis B. Rothrock, murió en el
hospital de Beth-El- ,
después de una
operación que tuvo en el parto de un
niño, siendo ambos victima 'de la
,
operación.
La Sra. Emma G. Selden de 312
calle de Lincoln fué nombrada come
superintendenta de las escuelas de
Denver como succesora de la Sra
Honora R. McPherson, quien fué nom
Henry J
barada por el
Arnold.
La Sra. William Bromwell Mellsh
esposa del gran maestro de lo
Knights Templars, fué presentada con
una capa mandarina de opera de seda
blanca por el coinandatario No. 1 en
su recepción que tuvo- - lugar en el Au
dltorlum.
Después de un sufrimiento por va
Has horas de agonía causados por la
mordida de una vívora en una mano,
William Hill, setenta años de edad, un
veterano de la Guerra Civil, murió en
su hogar tres millas y media al sur
de Victor.
Con el éco de 15,000 voces llenas de
regosijo y alegría en alta voz presenciaron los Knights Templars, de la
Comandatorla No. 1, de Detroit, la
marcha y maniobra mas atractiva que
se pudiera á ver visto en la congregación en Denver.
Cuando se sentaba en su silla, para
recivir congratulaciones de su familia
por sentirse tan descansado después
de haber estado dos meses tan enfer
mo, John A. Thatcher, de 77 años de
a
y residente de
edad,
el Pueblo se pusó la mano en el pecho
en el (la do) del corazón y murió.
El New Mexico Central, se creé,
será tomado por capitalistas de Inglaterra y el designio original de construir una linea del golfo a la costa
ha sido hecha por los nuevos propia-- '
tarios, la cual tomara poseción tan
pronto como el valor de ciertos In
tereses minerales sean determinados
Ross Field de LeadvIUe fué traide
al hospital de San José en Denvei
con las dos piernas quebradas y va
rias otras lastimaduras. El intentaba
montar en un tren rumbo a Denver
en Black Hawk cuadno fué arrojado
abajo de uno de los carros. Las ruedas pasaron sobro bus piernas que
brandoselas en dos partes.
Los masones engalaneados con plu
mas blancas como la nieve y sus i
padas sin mancha alguna apuntando
desnudas bacía al cielo se parapeta
ban en - escuadrones demonstrando
guerra de paz y un sentimiento de
amor para su prójimo. Seguían la
Se considera
música 12,000 masones.
que 200,000 personas prensenciaron la
prosición.
de una dificultad
A consecuencia
que sobrevino á causa de la objeción
de Joseph Eberly, trabajador, en Den-vercon en individuo que reclamaba
la mano de su querida hija, el resul
tado fué que el hijo del padre de la
jóvén saliera con todo el cráneo de la
cabeza golpeado, Peter Eberly, de ve
intidos años de edad, y en seguida el
arresto del padre.
Summer Burkhart tomó el juramento para desempeñar el cargo como pro
curado de la oficina de distrito de lof
Estados Unidos, y succesor de Steph
en B. Davis, Jr., quién pidió su resig
nación desde la inaguraclón del presidente Wilson. El Burkhart anuncia
que H. G. Coors, Jr., de Clovis, y E.
C. Wade, Jr., de Las Cruces, serán
sus asistentes, y que George C. Taylor
de Albuquerque será su cajero.
La Sra. F. A. Meredith, de setenta
ocho año3 de edad, madre de celebre
autor y sufragista, Ellis Meredith, murió en la casa de su hija en Denver.
Como resultado de un relampagc
que penetró en la casa del rancho de
La
Al McKinnon destruyó la casa.
tíra. McKinnon el único miembro de
la familia que estaba en la casa i
ese tiempo fué bastante lastimado
cuando hacia fuerza de apagar la lum
Sien
bre causada por ei relámpago.
do una perdida completa. El año pasa
do también se quemaron varias casas
del mismo rancho causado el incendio por un relámpago.
El Maestro Manvlle Chapman, nueve, hijo del Inspector General W. A.
Chapman de Raton, reclama la distin
ción de ser el miembro mas pequeño
de los masones de la delegación de
Nuevo Mexico & la congreclón tenida
en Denver. Lo que le falta es el tamaño, sin embargo, desempeña ble
en la marcha, y todos los miembro
y especialmente
de la organisación,
los oficiales, declaran que es un sol
dadlto de primera clase, en eso de
manejar la espada.
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"SUROESTE
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Art Show Director
Compelled to Unwind a Lot of
Hla Own Red Tape.

Absent-Minde- d

Curses on Him.
"That fellow la bitterly hated by the
suffragists."
"What has he done?"
He Invented the acid proof envel
ope.

John Purroy Mitchell, the new cus

for New York, praised
lystem at a dinner.
There's nothing like system," he
said. "System will accomplish the Impossible.
The director of a recent art Bhow
was a fine chap for system. One day
he arrived at the show without his
pass and the gateman, a stranger, held
him up.
'I have no pass nor ticket, said
the system exponent, 'but I am the
director of the show."
" 'You'll have to produce your ticket,
sir.'
'But I tell you I'm the director
boss."
high mucky-muc'I can't help it, sir; I m forbidden
'
to
'Yes, I know,' said the director im
my
as the
good
fellow,
patiently, 'but,
director, I give you permission to let
me pasa.' "

iónos collector
Weslern Newspaper Union Newi Service.

Notaa de Nuevo Mexico.
HARRISON' ESTADISTICO.
Albuquerque, N. M. Por la primera vez Nuevo Mexico y Arizona tendrán los servicios de un agente especial de de informaciones estadísticas,
en el departamento de agricultura,
locado en Albuquerque, quién recorra-rlos dos estados de oeste con el fin
de enterarse sobre el progreso agricultural tomando las fechas é informaciones y al mismo tiempo espidiéndolas sobre todo el pals. Esto no solo
quiere decir que es una adición necesaria á la agricultura, slnó que es
también para el beneficio de anunciar
extensamento los recursos de siembra
de Nuevo Mexico y Arizona. El Sr.
L. M. Harrison ha sido asignado para
el puesto en este distrito quién & la
fecha se incuentra muy ocupado en
su tarca.
"Queremos toda la publicidad que
puedamos obtener," dijo el Sr. Herrl-socuando hablaba sobre los planes
de su departamento. "El departamento a sufragado cerca de íl 00,000 al
ano para obtener y circular estatisti-ca- s
de siembra y 'acaba de hacer
nuevos planes para el uso mas econóA la
del dinero.
mico y efectivo
fecha hay como veinte agentes de
agricultura en el pais, y los costos de
los mismos y lo demás del slBtema
son bastantes.
L.

M.

let'

THE RIGHT SOAP FOR BABY'S
SKIN

Quite Close.

First Young Student Jlmsle, how
near were you to getting the right

answer to the fifth question?
(grimly)
Second Young Student
Two seats away.
"Look,"

Tight Fit.
twittered
the

new

man,

"isn't this just a lovely waistcoat?
I made it myself out of one of her
old hobble skirts. Ain't I saving?"
And the other new mau gazed at the
garment in voluble admiration.
In the Natural History Class.
"Now," asked the teacher, "who can
tell me what an oyster Is?"
Silence for a moment, while small
brows were knit in strained effort at
Then little Tommy's
remembrance.
facial muscles relaxed and eagerly he
his
band.
raised
'I know!"
he triumphantly an
nounced. "An oyster Is a fish built
like a nut." Everybody's Magazine.

Plea for Kitchen.
In the care of baby's skin and hair,
Che kitchen should be the refinery.
dutlcurá Soap la the mother's falaboratory,
the factory of the
the
Not only is It unrivaled In
vorite.
about
purity and refreshing fragrance, but home, and the pivotal point
the home re
are which the activities of be
lta gentle emollient properties
considered
Costs should
usually sufficient to' allay minor irri- volve.
no scrap of food should
tations, remove redness, roughness thoughtfully;
ways. By
againsjn
various
be
used
ind chafing, soothe sensitive condi buying staple food supplies in large
tions, and promote skin and hair
from 15 to 30 per cent,
health generally. Assisted by Cutl- - quantities
saved. Any one wishing to
cura Ointment, it Is most valuable in can be may
economize in this way.
do so
the treatment of eczemas, rashes and
La residencia de L. J. Edmunds fue itching, burning Infantile eruptions. Housewives must not look upon their
they tnuBt
destruida por las llamas del fuego en Cuticura Soap wears to a wafer, often art as mere drudgery;
bring education, intelligence, and con
el Raton.
outlasting several cakes of ordinary centration
into practice. They should
J. C. Blickenstaff é hijo fueron se- soap and making Its use most eco- learn, as manufacturers have, that
riamente lastimados en un "runaway" nomical.
are to be obtained la
results
the
best
en Las Cruces.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold a workshop that is well lighted, propSample
each
of
world.
throughout
the
Gonzale3,-ambocomfortably
Celso Jirón y Rebecca
and
erly
ventilated,
Skin Book. Address post- large, suitably furnished, and sanianteriormente estudiantes de free.wlth
Leslie's.
la escuela de Indios de Santa Fé, fue- card "Cuticura, Dept. L Boston." Adv. tary In all its equipments.
32--

ron matrimoniados por el Rev. padre
She Was Founded.
Basset en la Iglesia de Ntra, Sra.
Violet Jennie was a little girl who
Guadalupe, en Santa Fé.
originated in a foundling asylum.
El snmbulllrse de la pared bajita d
A visitor who had a habit of visit
la puente de la avenida de Don Gas- ing took a great fancy to V. J. This
par, pegando en las piedras qlence visitor had a girl of her own whose
Out of Sorts
pies abajo, quebrándose la nuca, fue name was Frances, and permission That' Why You're Tired
Have No Appetite.
la- - mala suerte de Felipe Archuleta,
was 'asked for V. J. to take tea with
CARTER'S LITTLE.
quien recibió una muerte trajica en Frances.
:v
üz
Frances was having a birthday LIVER PILLS
Santa Fé.
will put you t ightX
... ilAKI K9
Un mexicano muerto y dos seria- that day. So Violet (for short) want- in a few days.
she felt that
mente heridos en Carlsbad,
la cir ed to be very nice, but over
They dc
Frances,
had an advantage
cunstancia sobre la causa es indifinl- - she
duty..
every
be
an inmate their Concan
girl
not
Uva, El muerto es Carlos Medosls, since
-'
Cure
Violet Jen
a foundling hospital.
I
.: . :
Dolores
su hermano
Cardites esta of
Frances,
patronize
not
to
nie
tried
Biliousness, Indigestion and Sick Headache
seriamente herido y Hernandez esta
help It.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICK
y carne. Lo but she could hardly
herido entra cuer
is your birthday, isn't it?"
único que so ha podido saber sobre Bhe"This
Genuine must bear Signature
were
you
Bweetly.
"So
said
el asunto es que la dificultad vino
bqrn?"
después de haberse llevado Carrllias
is
Everybody
"Why, of course.
Después born."
a la mujer de su hermano.
de traerla á Carlsbad incontrandose
"In your set, I suppose. That's what
los dos comenzó la pelea. En la In- makes it bo common to be born. 1
vestigación jurado se á tomado la Lwasn't, you know--was founded!"
is' constantly growing ta favor because If
causa como confusa. Hernandez dice Cleveland Plain Dealer.
que Mendosis mató á su hermano por
Does Not Stick to the Iron
razón de haberse llevado ft su esposa
and it will not Injure the finest fabric Fot
The Tender Skin of Children
consigo. Mendosis niega haber teni la very sensitive to heat. Use Tyree's laundry purposes it has no equal. 16 os,
do conecclón en la muerte y dice que Antiseptic Powder for all summer skin package 10c. 3 more turen for tame money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO Omaha. Nebraska
Hernandez mató a su hermano.
affections. It quickly affords the little
or
druggists
25o.
at
relief.
cuerpo
sufferer
de
como
manejadores
Los
exposición & San Diego, proveídos, por sample sent free by J. S. Tyree,
D. C. Adv.
Ul ley de' 1913 y los que tendrán el Chemist, Washington,
cargo del exhibito de Nuevo Mexico
Agent for household necessity,
Youth.
on
Epigrams
y el
sufragamiento de los $30,000
on "Youth" Big money quick. Write for intoast
a
in
Russell
Lillian
apropiados por el estado fueron nomat a luncheon in Pittsburgh scattered formation.
GEO. EASTON,
brados por el Gobernor McDonald con- epigrams like pearls.
personas:
sigiuentes
sistiendo .de las
Denver, Cola
1009
Street,
our
16th
said,
she
end,"
"in
."In
the
J. J. Schuler, de Raton; R. E. Twitch- - struggle to keep young, we are all,
ell, de Las Vegas; Manuel U. Vigil, de alas! defeated. The scene of our deFamous
Albuquerque; Sam P. Clark, de Dem- feat is marked with a white stone.
Thompson Saddle:
Ing; Guy A. Reed de Carlsbad. Pro"We fight against time, but time
Buy direct from the ira
bablemente se creé que una junta de fights twenty-fou- r
hours a day.
ker. Special designs to or
dicho cuerpo se llamará dentro de
"More people fail in the attempt to
der. tieud for completa
unos días, aun también la ley sugu- become centenarians than in any othIllustrated catalog.
no podra er business."
lere que la apropriclacion
W. R. Thompson Co.
Colorad)
ser bue na hasta el dia 1ro. de 1914,
Rifle
por lo tanto se considera que no se
Why, Certainly.
hará ningún trabajo activo sobre la
HOWARD E. BURTON
"Miss PounderB affects ragtime."
proposición hasta después de esa fe
Specimen prices: Uold, Stlrer, Lead, 1; Ool4
"Good heavens, Jlmson! People don't SlWer,
75c; Gold. 60c; Zinc or Copper, It. Mallín
cha.
sent on application
envelopes and full price list
affect ragtime. That's a disease."
and umpire work solicited, ladvllla
Control
nom
El Gobernador McDonald ha
Col. Reference, Carbonate National Bank.
personas
como
ft
siguientes
las
liado
Some talking machines are made, $(WO PER MONTH EASILY MADE aelllnt
delegados al congreso internacional
lota
well located, levelbird's-ey- Paso
but the majority are born.
e
view
bost terms,
de agricultura que será tenida en Tul
fu'nlshtA EI TASO HEHiHTS INV. CO.
PASO,
TEXAS
L
sa, Okla., comenzando el dia 22 de
BUILDING,
TB18T
M0
Makes the laundress happy that's Red
Octubre:
J. R. Carver, Fort Sumner; Cross Bur Blue. Makes beautiful, clear
Wmb
Wttm B. Coleman,
Lee O. Lester, Deming; Henry Stoes, white clothes. All good grocers. Adr.
Books free. Hlgb
PATENTS lnglon.IXC.
Bmt nauta
mi relercnoas,
Las Cruces; Will Jacob, Las Cruces;
A. H. Hilton, San Antonio; José Y.
It costs the average man a lot to be
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
Aragón, Magdalena; Frank Talmagc, popular.
Jr., Greenfield; T. A. Muirhead, and
Herman Gerhardt, Tucumcarl; W. R.
Owen, Carlsbad: W. E. Llndsley and
Herman Bryant, Portales; Ellitt Hen
dricks, Carlsbad; C. W. Williams, Ar
of Citoria that
b the caution applied to the public
tesia; Alex Shipley, Clovts; S. W,
been manufactured under the supervision of Chas. H. Fletaner tor
call
respectfully
the attention
Moss, Melrose; J. B. Whearley, Clay
We
Castoria.
genuine
80 reare the
the wrapper bears
ton; Thomas Murphy. Hillsboro; AI
of fathers and mothers when purchasing Cantaría to see thatsame
removed
the
is
in black. When the wrapper
fred Grunsfeld, and Elfego Baca, A!
for
Ton both aides of the bottle in red. Párente who have
AI
Hesselden,
buquerque; Wallace
oounterfeita and
ones
in the past years need no warning; against
little
H,
their
W.
Cuba;
Miera,
A.
buquerque; E.
generof
younger
the
attention
call
the
is
to
present
duty
our
imitations, but
Butler,
William
Aztec;
Chrlsman,
spurious mwhemea.
ation to the great danger of introducing into their families
now engaged in the
Farmingtcn; T. D. Burns, Tierra Ama
is to be regretted that there are people who are
It
of substitute, or what
rilla: Juan N. Vigil, Taos; David Mil
nefarious business of putting up and selling aU aorta
should more properly be termed oounterfeita, for meAcinal prertioM not
ler, Santa Fé; Felipe Valdez, Corona;
medicines.
children's
for
yet.
worse
adulto,
Stone,
but
only
for
las Duran. Duran; G. H. Ban
on the mother to scrutinize closely what she gives her child. Adulta can do
stancia; D. M. Southey, Picacho
tnat for tnemseives, uu, uw wu
Ravmundo Harrison, Antonchlco; Ra
the mother's watchfulness.
'ael Romero, Mora: D. T. Hosklns,
always bean the signature i
Castoria
Genuine
ias Vegas; A. J. Meloche. Raton:. H
tf. Miskesell, Springer.

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up

r

DEFIANCE STARCH

WANTED

IVlf

The Kind You Have Always Bought;

THIS

anrrment

sature

'

.fjPj(7Jrfa, -

ESTANCIA

AN EPITOME OF

FOREIGN.

The strike In the shipbuilding In.
dnstry at Hamburg and at Strsttln
and Kiel, which had been In progress

for a month, has been officially de
clared off.
General Felix Diaz, Mexico's special
CONDENSED RECORD OF THE envoy to Japan, Intends to leave the
Pacific coast at once for Europe with
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
the avowed intention of going to JaHOME AND ABROAD.
pan at a later date.
Prince Stanislaus Sulkowski of Aus
tria and his bride, formerly Miss Ma
rie
Louise Freese of Los Angeles,
FROM ALL
sailed for Japan from Vancouver on
the steamship Empress of Russia.
The Countess Laszlo Szechenyl, for
SAYINGS, DOINGS, ACHIEVE. merly Gladys Vanderbilt, became
the
HOPES
SUFFERINGS,
MENTS,
mother of a second daughter at Great
Langley manor, at Guilford, England.
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.
Both mother and child are reported
doing well.
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
The fourth coming opening of the
WESTERN.
palace of peace at the Hague on Aug
ust 28, is to be commemorated by the
Secretary of War Garrison and hU University of Leyden by
bestowal
party passed through Billings, Mont of an hononary degree the
on Senator
en route to the Yellowstone National Elihu Root.
park.
Mailre Laborl, defender of Zola and
Los Angeles, by a vote of 186 to 162 Captain Dreyfuss- in legal battles
won over the New York In the contest which divided France,
reached Van
for the thirty-thir- d
triennial conclave couver, B. C. . Mattre Laborl will ad
city in 1916.
dress the American Bar Association
William Lorimer, In an address at in Montreal, September 4.
a Catholic harvest festival at Ourand,
A new railroad contract secured by
111., hinted that he might again seek
a Belgian syndicate calls for a line of
the senatorial toga.
miles long from Kwel Hwa-ChenNebraska sweltered again Friday. 1,000
in the province of Shan SI, the Cheng
up
every
condrying
are
and
Pastures
Tu, in Sze Chuan. It will pass through
tinued day of hot weather diminishing
cities of Ta Tung, Tal Yuan and
the corn prospect. Lincoln's tempera the
ture was 108 degrees. The maximum Tung Kuan.
temperature in Omaha was 102.
by
The whaler Fram, commanded
The body of George Wlokfleld, the Captain Doxrud, .left Buenos Ayres
Adnegro accused of the murder of Estill for Colon to take on board Rear
girl, was miral Robert E. Peary and Captain
Potter, thirteen-year-olfound In the Missouri Tlver near Lex- Roald Amundsen, the explorers, who
ington, Mo. His throat was cut and will be the first to pass through the
Panama canal on board ship.
It is supposed he committed suicide.
Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma
Count Maurice de Perlgny,- French
Friday sweltered under the eleventh explorer"' writing to Paris Temps
day of terrific heat, which has paral- from Colon, says: " This gigantic and
yzed late crops, caused water famines admirable work of the United tSates
and been responsible for extreme is unsufficiently protected in a mili
suffering among the people and live- tary sense." The count thinks that
stock of the three states.
instead of 8,000 soldiers distributed
Nine men were killed and one prob among the various posts along the
ably fatally injured at Clifton, Ariz., Panama canal, there should be at
when a cable pin snapped at the Cor- least 25,000.
onado mine and two ore cars, carrying twelve tons of ore, and thirteen
SPORT.
e
miners, dashed down a
grade for a distance of 3,300
Standing of Western League Clubs.
feet.
Won. Lost. Pet.
74
42
.638
Lola Norris followed Marshal War- Denver
CO
64
Des Moines
.663
'
60
(5
.522
rington on the witness stand at San Lincoln
6
57
St. Joseph
.509
Francisco and repeated virtually un- Omaha
56
62
.479
52
61
Topeka
.460
changed, but In even stronger terms,
.4
60
64
Sioux City
the story of her downfall, Intimida- Wichita
46
71
.394
tion and elopement from Sacramento
Samuel F. Cody, the
to Reno, on which the government
aviator, who was killed at Alder-sho- t,
of Maury I.
bases its prosecution
was practically penniless.
Diggs and Drew Caminettl under the
Mann act, which forbids the transporManagers for Johnny Dundee and
purposes
Ad Wolgast posted (1,000, guaranteetation of women for immoral
from one state to another. The trial ing a twenty-rounbout at Los An
of Camiettl will follow that of Diggs. geles on September 8.
Encampment,
Officers of the Grand
The Lincoln Giants at New York
Knights
Templar, - of the United won the negro baseball championship
States of America, chosen at Den- of the United States by defeating the
ver: Grand Master, Most Eminent Chicago American Giants, 4 to 1.
Sir Arthur MacArthur, Troy, N. Y.?
William Ü. Lock, president of the
Deputy Grand Master, Very Eminent Philadelphia National league baseball
Sir Lee S. Smith, Pittsburg, Pa; Grand club, died at Ventnor, N. J., a suburb
Very
Generalissimo,
Eminent Sir of Atlantic City, after a long illness.
Joseph Kyle Orr, Atlanta, Ga; Grand
Commandant Jules Felix, a French
Captain General, Very Eminent
Sir army airman, flew
from Eastchurch to
Jeheil W. Chamberlln, St. Paul, Minn.; Boulogne
aeroIn a
Grand Senior Warden, Very Eminent plane,
Invention
of an Englishman
the
Sir Leónidas P. Newby, Knigljtsville,
named Dunne.
Ind.; Grand Junior Warden, Very
J. J. Armstrong of St. Paul, won the
Eminent W. H. Norria, Manchester,
championship
of the Northwestern
Iowa.
Lawn Tennis Association, in the annual tournament which closed at InWASHINGTON.
dianapolis,' from Seiford Stellwagon,
year's title holder.
The score
District relief is apparent in official last
circles over the course of events In was
Mexico.
' GENERAL.
hours the Navy
Within forty-eigDepartment started two light draft
Governor
Sulzer was impeached by
vessels for Vera Cruz.
Representative Henry D. Clayton of the lower house of the New York Leg
Alabama presented his credentials as islature following an all night session.
The vote stood 79 to 45.
successor to the late Joseph E. Johnston as United States senator.
The girl baby found on a Knights
Enlistments In the army are falling Templar train near Pueblo, Colo., is
off about 400 men a month and army believed to have been the month-olofficials believe it to be due largely daughter of Mrs. D. J. Jones, who
to the establishment of the army re- was visited by the stork four weeks
ago in Ml. Vernon, 111., while a passerve by Congress.
Postmaster General Burleson inaug-- , senger on a Southern train en route
urated the new regulations changing from North Carolina to Colorado.
Amid a burst of applause from the
the parcel post rates and weight limit, by mailing President Wilson a box throats of 12,000 people who packed
of fine Georgia peaches.
the Denver Auditorium to capacity and
drill
The comptroller of the currency is- In the presence of the sixteen
sued a call for a statement of the con- teams which took part in the competiRaper
Commandery
dition of all national banks of the tive drills, the
United States at the close of business drill team of Indianapolis was declared the winner of the $5 000 chain
on Saturday, August 9.
cup. The pre"
bill, designed
An
to pionBbip silver loving
of the prize was made by
throw safeguards around husbands sentation
B. Field, Jr. The championE.
Mrs.
and wives who fall under the spell of
"younger and handsomer" charmers, ship team made an almost perfect
score, the points given It by the judges,
soon will be introduced In the House
Capt. John B. Schoeffel, Lieut, A. M.
by Representative Fred A. Britton of
Graham and Lieut, J. M, Marks, army
Chicago.
officers from Fort Logan, was 99.26.
The United States government has Englewood No. 59 of Chicago was deinformally sounded the powers and clared second prize winner with a
learned that foreign governments gen- score of 98.29; Jollet, III., No. 4, was"
erally will do nothing to embarrass the third prize winner with a score
the peace policy of President Wilson of 97.68; California No. 1, fourth with
toward Mexico, and are inclined to 95.83, and Chicago No. 19, fifth with
support It.
a score of 95.13.
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NEW MEXICO
IN BRIEF
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
'DATES POtt COMING EVENTS.

Sept. 10. Cantaloupe
Day at Fort
,
Sumner.
Thirty-fourtanSeptember
h
2
nual lair at Farming-ton-.
9
September
annual San
First
Juan county fair at Aztec.
Sept. 25 Pumpkin Pie Day at Maxwell
Sept.
4. Northern New Mexico
Fair at Katun.
October
Fifth annual Navajo
fair at Shlprock.
Oct.
State Fair at Albuquerque.

STATISTICIAN

L. M. HARRISON TO REPRESENT
ARIZONA AND NEW MEXICO.

Establishes
Department
Agricultural
Headquarters for special
Agent at Albuquerque.

A baby that isn't boss around tn
house doesn't amount to much.
Don't be misled. Ask for Red Cros
Bag Blue. Makes beautiful white clothes.
At all good grocers. Adv.
Adage Revised.
"Children should be Been and not
heard."
"Especially when consuming soup."
Exception.
pipe
ever comes
"Nothing
dreams."
"Oh, yes, there does, if one strikes
oil."
-

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
Albuquerque, N. M. For the

first

time New Mexico and Arizona are to
have the services of a special field
agent of the bureau of statistics, department of agriculture, stationed in
Albuquerque,
and who will travel
through the two southwestern states
gathering data on farming progress
which will be sent out all over the
country.
This means not only an
added stimulus to agriculture but
much wider publicity for the farming
resources of New Mexico and Arizona.
L. M. Harrison has been assigned to
this district and is getting busy.
"We want all the publicity we can
get," said Mr. Harrison in talking
over the plans of his department.
"The department spends about $100,000 a year gathering and circulating
farming statistics and has just com
pleted plans for a more economical
and effective use of the money. There
are some twenty field agents at work
In the country, and their expenses
and the expenses of the rest of the
system are very heavy."

Quail are reported showing plentifully around Sumner.
The central telephone office at Wll-larhas been closed.
The Roswell council has fixed the
city tax levy at 21 mills.
The residence of L. J. Edmunds at
Raton, was destroyed by fire.
J. C. Bllckenstaff and his son were
severely injured in a runaway at Las
Cruces.
Recent showers have materially
bettered conditions as to temperature
and crop prospects.
.
The'hoine of Martin Buckovc In the
Moreno valley, near Raton, was struck
by lightning and damaged.
Marion Portwood had his arm cut
off by the
of a steam
shovel he was manning at Santa Rita.
The cantaloupe and apple crop of Delegates to Dry Farming Congress,
lower Pecos valley is reported unprecSanta Fé. Governor McDonald has
edented for that section of New Mexico. appointed
the following persons as
delegates to the International Dry
Lloyd Wiggins,
son of Farming congress to be held at Tulsa,
Mrs. F. H. Wiggins of Silver City, met Okla, Okla., commencing October 22:
por J. R. Carver, Fort Sumner; Lee O,
cost
him
an
which
with
accident
tions of three fingers.
Lester, Deming; Henry Stoes, Las
During his temporary absence from Cruces; Will Jacob, Las Cruces; A,
Law-sonJose Y.
camp
H. Hilton, Son Antonio;
George
H.
home
of
the
the
Justice of the peace at Leopold, Aragón, Magdelena; Frank Talmage,
Jr., Greenfield; T. A. Muirhead, and
was burned to the ground.
' The celebration which was planned Herman Gerhardt, Tucumcarl; W. R,
for the opening of the big Red River Owen, Carlsbad; W. E. Lindsley, and
Portales;
Ellitt
ditch at Maxwell, has been called off Herman Bryant,
on account of the uncertainty of the Hendricks, Carlsbad; C. W. Williams,
Artesia; Alex Shipley, Clovis; S. W.
date.'
Moss, Melrose; J. B. Wheatley, Clay
A large lot of lumber was recently
ton; Thomas Murphy, Hillsboro; Alshipped from Albuquerque to Keams' fred Grunsfeld, and Elfego Baca, Al
construe-lioCañón, to be used in the
buquerque; Wallace Hesselden, Albu
of a hospital for Moqui and Nav- querque; E. A. Miera, Cuba; W. H.
ajo Indians.
Butler,
Chrisman,
William
Aztec;
Immediate steps are to be taken Farmington; T. D. Burns,
Tierra
with a view of securing In the near Amarilla; Juan N. Vilgl, Taos; David
future the paving of the principal Miller, Santa Fé; Felipe Valdez, Cor
streets of Silver City in the down cha; Bias Duran, Duran; G. H. Van
town section.
Stone, Estancia; D. M. Southeyr PicaThe Bush Clay Products Company cho; Raymundo Harrison, Antonchlco;
filed Incorporation papers with the Raafel Romero, Mora; D. T. Hoskins,
corporation commission.
The con Las Vegas; A. J. Meloche, Raton; H,
cern has a capital stock of $100,000, N. Miskesell, Springer.
.
divided into 100 shares.
A prisoner named Macario Carras One Mexican Killed; Two Wounded
Artesia. One Mexican was killed
co, who was awaiting the action of the
grand jury on a charge of carrying and two others were seriously
concealed weapons, escaped from the wounded at Carlsbad. The circumstances surrounding the case are in
county jail at Santa Rosa.
definite and conflicting.
The dead
The thirty-thir- d
annual New Mex man Is
Carlos Medosis, his brother
ico fair Is advertised for October 6, Dolores
Carrilles 1b seriously wounded
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, at Albuquerque. TwenHernandez has a flesh wound
ty thousand dollars in purses, prizes and
From all that can be learned the
and premiums is offered.
trouble started after Carralles ran
Celso Girón and Rebecca Gonzales, away with his brother's wife. He took
both of tbem former students of the her back to Carlsbad and when the
Santa Fé Indian school, were mar- two brothers met the trouble began.
ried by Rev. Father Bassett of the At the inquest the evidence was conGuadalupe church, Santa Fé.
flicting-.
says Mendosis
Hernandes
The
Steins
Store killed his brother because he ran
Company has filed incorporation pa- away with his wife. Mendosis denies
any connection with the killing and
pers with the corporation
commis
The company will operate a claims Hernandes killed his brother.
sion.
store at Steins, Grant county.
Irrigation Project for Cimarron.
Trinidad C. de Baca returned to
Work will be started, it
Santa Fé from Mosquero, Union coun is Cimarron.
reported, on a gigantic irrigation
ty, where he prosecuted William Rae
project six miles east of Cimarron, on
for killing an antelope.
He secured land which has been purchased
from
a conviction and Rae was fined a to- the W. S. ranch
by the parties who
tal of $96.90.
have engineered and financed the MaxTo plunge over the low wall of the well project.
Don Gaspar avenue bridge, striking
on the stones fifteen feet below,
Off to Big Shoot.
breaking his neck, was the fate - of
Las Vegas. The state rifle team
Felipe Archuleta, who met a tragic has gone to Camp Perry. Eighteen
death at Santa Fé.
men and officers made the trip.
The Roswell City Council has grant
ed two wholesale and two retail li San Diego Exposition Board Named.
censes to sell liquor.
Santa Fé. The San Diego Board of
City Solicitor J. M. Dye of Roswell Exposition Managers, provided by the
has a suit filed in the District Court law of 1913 and which will have
for the city of Roswell vs. Peter H. charge of the New Mexico exhibit and
Cannon for the purpose of condemning
the expending of the $30,000 appropriproperty on the east side for a sewer ated for a display from this state was
line and septic tank.
appointed by Governor McDonald and
E. Romero, Jr., left Albuquerque on consists of the following persons; J.
one of the most unique trips ever tak- J. Schuler, of Raton; R. E. Twltchell,
moen in the Southwest a 1,500-mil- e
of Las Vegas; Manuel U. Vigil, of
torcycle journey to advertise the New Albuquerque;
Sam P. Clark,
of
Deming; Guy A. Reed of Carlsbad. It
Mexico State fair and the automobile
and motorcycle race events for Labor is probable
that a meeting of the
Day.
board will be called within a few days.
although
the law provides that the apAnother big batch of teachers' cer
tificates have been issued by the state propriation does not become available
department of education to teachers until January 1st, 1914, so that it Is
in various counties, and still others very likely that no very active work
will be sent out as soon as the pa can start on this proposition until afyar a can be read and the grades de ter that time.
termined.
Fatally Injured.
Emmett A. MoBsman of Albuquerque, was named by Traveling AudiAlbuquerque.
Juana Castañeda,
tor Howell Earnest as an assistant aged forty, a widow with several childin that department.
ren and a native of Old Mexico, was
Governor McDonald has approved
the appoint- seriously and, it is feared, fatally hurt
ment and Mr. Mossraan wtll enter in the Abajo switching yards of th9
upon his duties at once.
Santa Fé.

Hospitality.

Appropriate

"What would you give an old sea
dog to drink?"
"I think I would offer him hiB choice
of port."
He Meant Leonard.
Leonard W. Smith, a plumber's sup-ni- v
Hauler in PasBaic. left home
Thursday evening, telling his wife ha
About
would be delayed returning.
one o'clock yesterday morning a man
the house. MrB. Smith
entered
but
thought it was her husband,
got no answer to her call
she
when
he left her bed to investigate.
"What are you doing here?" she
'
demanded.
"Oh, go to sleep I m Charley," was
the answer.
Inii thon "Charlev" fled with S10
New York Amer
worth of silverware.
ican.

Just Her Husband.
step of a car,
carrying an umbrella like a reversed
A woman mounted the

saber.
The conductor touched her lightly
saying: "Excuse me, madam, but you
are likely to put out the eye of the
man behind you."
"He's my husband," she snapped,
with the tone of full proprietorship.
8uch a Foolish Question.
$15 In
"My wife lost her purse-wlt- h
man.
it today," said a
"While going to town or coming
home?" inquired a sympathizer.
"Didn't I say It had some money In
man,
it?" answered the
and every one knew when she lost 1L
Queer Struggle.
"There is one extremely odd thing
which happens often in summer."
"What is it?"
"That there should be such a hot
time over the price of Ice."
7
Aloof for the Nonce.
Prue And when Percy proposed
he was quite beside himself, I'll
wagei
Phyllis I don't remember, but If
he was It was the first time during
the courtship.
Same Thing.
Yeast They say a fish never does
stop growing.
Crimsonbeak
Well, It hasn't any
thing on a fish story, at that. Yonk-er- s
' N
Gazette.
He Should Worry.
'The man who Is habitually calm Is
very
exasperating."
often
'Yes, particularly when .he refuses
to become excited over our latest
hard luck story."
Missing.
"Calls himself an old sea dog, eh?"
"Yes, but nobody has ever been
able to locate his bark."

Post
Toasties
for Lunch
i. Appetizing
some these
days.

No

and wholehot Summer

cooking

no

hot

kitchen.

Ready to eat direct from
the package
fresh, crisp
and dainty.
Serve

sugar

with

and

and
sometimes

cream

fresh berries or fruit.

Post Toasties are thin
toasted

bits of Indian Com,
to a golden brown.

Acceptable at any meal

Po5t Toasties
Sold

by

Grocers

everywhere.
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fes." acquiesced the other un If I deceived VOU. It WS 80 I Could be
I will
emotionally. ' His dark face gave an here to race with you
immobility,
bis tell you afterward, I can t now.
effect ot bronzelike
.
blue-blac- k
eyes held steel glints.
"You mean "
Floyd held out his hand.
"Well." the assistant manager re
badly
everything
mixed up.
"I've rol
sumed, and paused.
was but It's clean to offer you, Stanton."
waitress
The pompaaourea
aa ewiftiv imnulalve as his condem
leaning between them, placing a tea
nation was Stanton's movement as he
pot on the table.
bent to give the clasp.
"Chocolate, sir, she giggled.
Qtantnn nnshed back hla chair, then
"All right," he said curtly, "uei in;(
sharply.
I ought to have given you a chance."
checked himself as
"
I didn t
UW soon a smile of Uod can
'No. he stated, and set tne pot And as the other obeyed:
change the world)
mean to meet you as I did, an nour
away from before him.
made for happiness how
ara
me."
íííe CoikSí
Th movement was not violent, but ago, anyhow; It slipped
work
me wk
They're slgna'Jng." warned Mr. 3 rows play, adversity a winning flKht.
i
there was in it so much poorly re
Browning.
'erciav etc.
strained force mat tne cnina vessel Green, hurrying over. "Are you ready?
shattered upon striking the table and Both of you?
EAT.
GOOD
TO
THINGS
FREDERIC TONHJRGH all the fragrant brown liquid ran over
tvnm hl nlace beside Stanton,
the white cloth. The girl exclaimed in mn,A r.ienod a fane nf Incarnate sun
Here is a recipe for ginger snaps
stared; Stanton shine to the assistant manager, a face whlh
game ended, the four players found dismay, Mr. Green
vl'III anan
Pnll a nlnt nf rTO- dollar-bil- l
beside bis so changed In Its color and glow and
thomanlvAR vnrv rand comoanv and only dropped a
8YNOP8I8.
lasses for five minutes, remove fiom
i
breath
go.
drew
saw
to
rose
who
and
plate
all
warmth that
drank a good night In Apolllnaris, to
the fire and add a tablespoonful ot
"I am ready, he slgmned.
In sheer wonder.
At the beginning- of great eutomobllfl the landlord s Baccnio aisgusu
baking soda, a cupful of lard, a
namn was a scene of
Marnnrv
as
Tha
lilting
tones
race the mechanician of the Mercury,
ready."
his
We're
About ten o.clock, mantón iookoo.
of Klneer or more If liked
Btanton's machine, drops dead. Strange
twenty minutes sured. "Don't worry."
youth, Jesse Floyd, volunteers, and le ac- into the apartment where Mr. Green animated preparation,
strong and flour to make stiff. Cloves
cepted.
when Floyd emerged from the
In the rest during the twenty-fou- r
with him,. fastening
later,
laughed
operator
Stanton
telegraph
between
the
sat
may be added if liked
hour race Stanton meets a stranger,
dense press of arriving spectators and on the mask, and sent toe mcruu and cinnamon
Miss Carlisle, who Introduces herself. The and the telephone.
a tablespoonful of each.
The
assistant
lnclosure.
the
was
trained
rigni
Mercury wins
race. Stanton receives
world
forward.
The
rnllina
casually
"Where Is Floyd?" he
Raisin Pie Cover a half cup of rainowers from Miss Carlisle, which he igmanager almoBt received him In his once more, and life sane.
nores. Stanton meets Miss Carlisle on a wondered.
sins with a cup of water and soak two
arms, the rest of the force clustered
train. They alight to take walk, and
exqulBlte morning; wlnd- - hours. Beat an egg until light, add
an
wire.
was
no,
hold
'Hello,
the
hello
It
triumphant, ,
train leaves. Stanton and Miss Carlisle
Gay, blithe,
hnnnv
ni with
.
follow In auto. Accident by which Stan- What is it? Floyd? Oh, he's gone to around.
ICBB,
rr little enecta oi a run nf autrnr and the 1ulce and rind
ton Is hurt Is mysterious. Floyd, at lunch Coney Island.
yes wrong here. If It wasn t for you," be de
nnwv cloud against a cobalt blue of a lemon, a tablespoon ot flour and
Hello,
boyhood.
Stantrlth Stanton tells of his
once.
clared,
sky. The October air was a summeraqu tne
ton again meets Miss Carlisle and they number."
awfully bright," Floyd agreed, distilled cordial, an etnereai .mow-..- . a teaspoon of cornstarch,
dine together. Stanton comes to track
crusts.
'To Coney Island! You sent him?" hut"I'm
t.
lick, but makes racer They have
ha did not smile.
to no raisins and bake with two
time
had
racera
The
do
go."
Green
Floyd hurt, but not seriously. At
Mr.
'He offered to
Savory Rice and Tomatoes Peel
The machines were preparing to go tice It, yet the effect was there. The and slice six large tomatoes and chop
dinner Floyd tells Stanton of his twin Wkllv lmnarted.
"Please go to bed.
Bister, Jessica. Stanton becomes very III
man-tnrecwas
start,
tne
laps
speed made on the first
loses consciousness.
On recovery, at won t you? Floyd can take care oi to their stations lor
two sweet peppers fine, butter a naa- End hotel
wna in his flout at the wheel, when nrd.hreaklnz.
Stanton receives Invitation and
think, and he has
Inc ittah and nut In a laver Of tOma-visits Jessica. They go to theater togeth- himself i hnuld
against
leaning
over,
and
came
Floyd
road
of
errav
nr
streak
hrnwn
ready
for
Th.
er, and meet Miss Carlisle.
toes, cover with a half cupful of cock
Stanton and bad a two weeks' rest to get
Floyd meet again and talk business. this."
the car. looked up into tne anvers ahead, the deadly turns, the treacher- ed rice and chopped peppers, repeal
They agree to operate automobile factory
was so
face.
which
it
down
hill
smooth
ous
been
has
you
He
mean?
as partners. Floyd becomes suspicious of
with another layer of each, season
"What do
"What have I done?" he asked slm easy to make speed and still more with two tablespoonfuls of butter, a
Miss Carlisle.
Stanton again visits Jesfactory or with you
sica, and they become fast friends. Stan- wnrklnar at. the
, n niAal A Ian ater for the first
nlv.
can w "jk.v
raw
ton becomes suspicious of Miss Carlisle.
sprinkling of sugar and sail,
ever since we came back from Indian
Both men were still unmasked, their hour Stanton had no attention to spare covered for three-quarterJust before Important race tires needed apolis."
of an hour
for Stanton's car are delayed.
by the
spectators
snppch
secured
was
the
nf
nrivacv
Mnrenver.
thAce
M
in n nervnna Avaanaration the asslstmany and uncovered for fifteen minutes.
rAntiH,,ruAorrp
Cheese Salad Dissolve a table
lant manager whirled bis chair around. uproar around them. Stanton looked were massed over the course In
. ta.. vi
v"- grimly back.
enoueb to leave spoonful of gelatine in four
recnlllne
lust
ne
vacation,"
ThA assistant, mnnsarer atared In a
two
weeks'
a
"He had
.
so
kept
passage,
ana
me-not
s
were
You
"Lied tr
a lane for each car
of hot water, add a half
reproach touched with hysteria. His reiterated crossly. "He told me that
with imposing another anxiety upon tne pound of grated cheese and a pint ot
s
dan- he was going off by Himself for a quiet away from New York by work
collar was wilted, his
a
last
swerve
iuui
the
for
any
oi
work,
tne
or
who
knew
Green,
other
everydrivers
whipped cream, season with salt ana
gled by their cord.
rest. You don't have to Know
hrlne. death to BOmS One.
paprika to taste. Pour into a wet
"Buy them? Buy enough
racing tlng, Stanton. I fancy be needed a two weeks.
accents
"
"for hehind Flovd's clear
A tinee of scarlet streaked Floyd a
mould and allow it to become firm.
tires fitting the Mercury to last you Faot after what vnu nut him through
time
from
cautions,
gave the familiar
Turn out and cut in slices. Place each
for a three hundred mile road race, out West, he asked me not to tell you pallor, he bent his head.
us
get
Deiore
to
tryln'
"He's
"Yea I lied to vou." he admitted
to time.
slice on a crisp piece of lettuce and
mornand get them here by
about It Hello 154
Stanton's gauntletad hand closed on the turn. The Atalanta's head in tne serve with a boiled dressing.
ing T What's the matter with you,
stnntnn naused for a moment, dumb,
out.
wheel
went
his
saiaa
Date Nut and Pineapple
Stanton?"
then turned on his heel and
The pace maintained was the Tastest Chop a cup of dates and three good
"There was no need. Your time was
"Well, since there is nothing to do He was so stunned and bitterly anto
held
be
could
Mercury
sized apples, add a cup of chopped celbut eat, come to dinner, Floyd," said gered that little red flecks danced be your own, Floyd; I claimed no control ati, which thewas
Stanton's way to gain ery, a cup of broken nutmeats, and
rnnd it
the other.
fore his vision. Floyd naa nea to mm. over you. I don't know why you did It.
then
possible,
when
first,
suppose,
I
lead
while,
the
half pound of seeded and , skinned
"It Isn't dinner. It's suDDer." cor systematically aeuwivisu mm, friend,- - to be rid of me for a
average- - regardless of grapes.
Mix all together and neap
the reason doesn't matter. iasi fceep a steady
his too pressing
but
rected his mechanician.
"This is the to. . escape .from
the
. .
... K ...... .1 that
t nltrht I thought a Eood many
t . ibiubhiuciw,
wild hi.,.ivaia' annrta of sneed: unless
on a slice of canned pineapple arrang
country and you had your dinner at Snip, nO UOUOt. tne
such
permit
to
too short
ed on a lettuce leaf. Serve with may
the mechanician had always shrunk things about you, and your sister, but race were
noon. But I'll come.'anyhow."
or the contest too close, inow, onnaise dressing.
At the table in the course of the from his personal advances ano oniy this morning I've got my grip again, tactics
Floyd
.
nñ w.
hour.
nt
t
second
the
may be sub
stand
HI,
could
compulsion.
vou
Í.1I.J
A few marshmallows
sin dnnht vnu had all
'
was set before yielded to them under
meal, a small tea-po- t
the desired announcement, as stituted for the nutmeats or added
Now he understood, the letter which of me, I'm not precisely lovable and
Stanton.
grand-stanand
the
past
with them, making a more elaborate
he had received the previous night I would have understood if you had they shotboards.the
"Chocolate, sir," he was apprised.
lletln
salad.
from Green, and Mr. Bailey's contused just told me so. But l win nave no mi"TOn're lendin'
"Why, you had none at luncheon 1"
been
have
tires
The
way.
Get
about Floyd. friend I can't trust all the
The pompadoured waitress giggled. answer to his question
l
this
for
them
out
part."
" ne,i.,o,
look
by
fine
and
holdln'
toamused
In we will finish tulsTace,
"No, sir.-- - But the gentleman sent a He had been put off - be
temporal, the reward that mankind seeks,
I
ready
Floyd raised his bead and gave to round."
Happlnessea are but his wayside campboy after some and came down and Jessica, until Floyd was again
Oianlnr, mrtvail hla haflt. flffirmatlveComet
his candid gray
ings; his soul Is In the journey.
saw the cook, and cook's that fond of to use him In the plans tor thestopped the stern scrutiny
iv hla narrowed eves unswerving frnm
Stanton
ey8- nonsense, and she fifty-fou- r
next D- factory. Jessica! hall.
Heeding
the
way
now.
Had Jessica
'Stanton, trust me an tne
the line of course ahead.
short in the dark
ecember"
SALAD MAKING.
him? Was she too play ha appealed. "Can you do that? Can advice, he did take the turns more
I
Stanton looked across Into Floyd's also deceived
friendship
,,
your
carefully.
a
mv
mm
word
that
rote
in
keep
to
In
order
ing a part
ATI
like to serve Salads
hnateanen
gray eyea.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
his clenched Is the only thing in the world I want?
rircmui
anything better to do," good humor? He struck wan
attractively and we are all longing tc
tne
violently
against
t
hand
find some new and fetching way ol
"And
was the malicious explanation.
presenting old materials.
I was afraid your nerves would go to him.
affrighted
"What's that?" cried the
Almost anything It is said except
pieces if you didn't get your usual
"
Mr. Green, within the room. "Who
milk and flour may be made into s
drug and then you'd wreck us
tne
wall,
in
dara.
the
against
"I ran
oaiad vet we wniild avoid the com
atotnn called, his voice a , little Queer Requirements Made In France cotton markets. The area of the Nile bination of foods which do not hap
.
''He'd coax a bird off a tree, Blr,"
"Good
evenly controlled.
but
hoarse,
may
very
u
ot
valley
If
limited.
Cotton
That Official Recoras
monlze as we avoid Inviting to oui
Uttered the departing maid.
night"
. Completed,
short staple la raised in India, but tables those whom we know are not
"Give me your cup and have some,"
all
things
fix
We'll
night.
"Good
nnlv tn a mnrternte nmnnnt and the congenial to our friends.
Stanton briefly commanded.
right, Stanton; you take a good sleep."
V. nvanoe as in soma other coun- - miltnre ahnwa little .tendency to 'In
Carrots, potatoes, turnips' and such
"Going to throw it at me, like you
his
promised tne uriver.
shall,
official
"I
an
crease.
Russia has lone nroduced in vegetables are cooked before combintrles, every citizen has
did that Jug ot water on the first night
not
did
He
and
ínieresuu
a
varied
possessions
moderate
Asiatic
as
tory Not
her
ing in a salad. Cut In cubes, or baila
we raced together?" teased his comAt seven o'clock, the next morning,
as hla real history, but still impor- amount of cotton, and the little dis- Beets are sliced or if small left whola
dining-roopanion, obeying.
hotel
the
into
times
Mr. Green burst
pute over passports for American Jews
tant From thts there follow at
vnr.ii value should come first in tnt
Stanton's head lifted slightly, the rewhere Stanton was at breakfast. quamt consequences.
II a woman.
Increased the desire of Russia to re- making of a salad especially where It
gard In which he enveloped Floyd was
"He's got them! They're coming," married, for example, a wife she re duce ltr Imports from this country, Is to form the main part of a meal,
maniacally.
"The car
almost savage In its leap of Intense v.
inWd
officially though the husband In whlih end the minister nf
like a luncheon.
and tenacious passion. Such a glance wasn't at Brighton, but he located it mains missing.
may be
ture nas just visited central Asia, out
Then the arranging and garnlsbini
from man to woman would have been ten miles farther over, on a siuiug
of the painter be has returned convinced that little
case
Wh
the
Consider
a feature most .Important.
was
a declaration, from man to man It
He
bay.
AnthJe
on
fishing
can be done to Increase cotton culture. has not turned away from a perfectly
who went
not a thing to be voiced. Floyd himbody
of
The
seen.
been
not
since
has
good and wholesome salad Decause
self faltered before It, startled into
Glaelera Caused bv Mllkv Way
one man who went with him was
looked musBy and unattractiver tns
pallor.
woum
You
pause
lifeless.
siico-eatearlada!
washed
nf
ashore
Annthei
perfection of combination and flavoi
"You can throw it at me, if you like,
proof
convincing
tolerably
to
this
due
call
been
Is
they
have
periods
that
count for nothing if the salad has
said,
up,"
was all Stanton
and square
a
maae
wiuow.
been
that his wife had
the shifting of tbe milky way, sucn as been carelessly prepared.
with
and reached for the sugar-bow-l
and In due time she la knnvti tn have nonnrred.
thought
so
She
When meats and potatoes are useo
hla customary nonchalance.
ohi in have it recorded in her of- Assuming that much of the earth's
aaiad lo ilvivi lmnroved If thess
"Thanks; It's boiling, I guess I
widow.
a
was
that aha
,
a.i.i
luu-- J
UIBI uhiainrv
heat comes from tbe stars, Dr. Rudoll stand in seasoned dressing for a while
But he
won't," Floyd acknowledged,
uj
applications
witn
change oi posi
combining.
finds
did not look at the other. and his
.We are-- f familiar
nr iiiatlra for leave to pre SDltaler relationthatto thethe milky way before
tion In
If green plattB as lettuce, cress, parmanner was troubled.
of persons who have tnttrht have orlven a different distribu
death
the
sume
sley and such green things are used,
The meal was ended and the evenvanished. But tne iTencn juuge
tion of temperature from that existing they should be crisp and fresh.
ing had commenced, when a telegram
as
our
easily
persuaded
not to be so
at the nreaent .time. Tha Stars are
nintfa frnm red and areen peppers
canoe In from New York.
courts. The wife waa in her official not only crowded In the region of the
of the tomato in fact there
"Car marked Ruby Co. consigned to
wife and there was no certifi mllkv wav but many or tnem are oi the coral combination which cannot
history
a
is no color
Mercury Co. Coney Island, left here
cate to justify her appellation oeing tbe hottest type.
be delightfully managed with vegetalast night."
.i,,..oj in widow. Without a certifi
bles.
Mr. Green uttered a howl and felt
evi
documentary
or reasonable
ca
Mnr.h Ranulred of Physicians.
The point to a salad is its flavor,
for the telephone.
dence no man obviously ougnt to uie.
physician and if It Is elusive and unnamable so
a
when
Beloochlstan
In
"They've Bhlpped the car to Coney
me
waa a way round,
There
par
to
expected
mystery
Island Instead of to Long Branch," he
woman aoDlled for a divorce on elves a dose he is one himself as a much the better, we all like
In a degree even in our food.
raged. "The tires must be out at the
Since death tnko of a similar
grrund of desertion.
the
Should
faith.
good
imot
Is
bis
dressing
another
guarantee
of- His
The salad
Beach track, or near It."
Played Billiards With Three
Is beyond dispute tne most compiei
(k. nattent rile under nis oanas lam
simplest
.
send some one
"Don't telephone;
the court of Mo- ..latinea thnitsrh thev rarely exercise portant consideration. mostThepopular la
desertion,
Fellow urivoi-sof
kind
Is the French, the
out there to get them," advised Stanntreal decided bat she could not be
putting him to mayonnaise.
And he raised such a disturbance denied. So the widow Is recognized as It, have tbe right of
ton practically.
uu
agreement
special
a
unless
dressinar one nart of
Pa- "I've got to be here, and I can't get around the express people's ears mat an Independent woman and apparently death, made for freeing him from all
..ntnoried thai tlrea then and there.
vinegar with three parts oil is a good
satisfied. But been
eur New York men In time, now."
are
she
and
law
the
both
consequences;
aa to
proportion, with salt and pepper to
I'll go, then. Coney Island and rushed out two motor trucks to you will observe that the official his- responsibility
am
decioe upon im- taste. A teaspoonful
of powdered
)as got to be raked fine and the tires cart them across to us. i ney u . tory mus. now record the wife of a while. If they should
yield
to
expected
Is
be
molating
him.
sutrw
sugar Is liked by many.
Drought here as soon aa they are here by eight ano me race nla-hman aa a divorcee, which does to bis fate Ilka a man.
t
dead
an
n
all
t
Keen
ii
mus.
r
nnd "
" ' u ww
not seem very creditable to official
It looked as if you would history.
"You? You? Traveling and wear hour-agcon
Dreama of Youth.
,n
tne
withdrawn
from
he
n
gruel-iof
a
on
out
eve
the
ing yourself
father. I should like
' Son Oh.
race? No. Go to bed and get your test for lack of a few sets of rubber
Raising Cotton.
Practice Makes Perfect.
He
companyl"
bath.
Turkish
blockrest, please, Stanton.. I'll send some tires. That fool tire
United
States
the
"What's the matter?"
Ever
since
I was
when
boy.
you
my
want
Ah.
"Don't
1.
forehead.
Father
his
wiped
ene.
"What's the matter? Wombat says
you aded the southern ports early In the
at.ntnn did not ma to bed. but he to come out to the course, after train Civil war European countries have young like you, I too, was romantic.
m the worst liar in town."
f
Opinion.
London
intn the hotel room across the finish here? Floyd is due on the
cotton
in
their
"Don't be discouraged. You may be
minutes. If he been trying to raise possessions.
In
hall and played billiards with three- which arrives inbyfifteen
worst now, but anybody who
Asiatic and African
the
never
doesn't
It
crowd.
I
fence.
spite
a
the
build
smothered
Never
ne was less ior- Isn't
sf bis fellow-driverhalt a century they have not succeedneighbor's keeps at it as persistently as yon dothey
your
have
people;
of
of
aonnd
mob
the
a
SDeACh
eAiiatlfl
saw
such
deaden
of
lea
any
par
than
LUJlna
in Aninv ennuarh to make
PIUUII151
ts apt to become a pretty good liar in
all night. In
In tbe slightest dagre.
(ornerly. Floyd had taught him the been coming since dawn;
.
ticular Impression upon the world's piano
time.- ,
Before the fact, and they're still coming."
art of eomMnlonshtp.
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Floyd lay near the machine,

NEWS-HERAL-

Before the spoken name Stanton
winced, but steadily met the other's
inquisitive eyes.
"To Miss Floyd," he responded.
The doctor held out a hearty band.
"Good, I was sure of ltl A patient
shows a lot of his character to his
physician.
Good luck
to you all
Kinds.
How did he know of unprotected Jes
sica Floyd? Stanton wearily pondered
the question as he descended to the
carriage. Or rather, how did he know
of Stanton's feeling of responsibility
toward her? The mechanician
was
supposed to take his cbance with the
driver. Perhaps delirium had revealed
the close bond of friendship between
Floyd and himself.
At the railroad station, a tall young
man approached
him, as the train
whistled In the distance.
"My name is Richards," he an.
nounced diffidently.
"You're hardly
on your feet yet, Mr. Stanton; If there
Is anything I can do for you on the
trip into the city, I'd be glad."
Stanton surveyed him with blank

A dull gray sky arched above
d
landscape flurries of
snow were In the harsh air. Stanton
sat with unseeing eyes directed out
the window, chin in hand, much as he
had found Floyd sitting in the west
bound train the night they started for
Indianapolis. September sunlight, Oc
tober crimson and gold, all gone.
A delicate fragrance drifted around
him, there was the frou-froof soft
garments as some one took the seat
facing him. Stanton looked up, and
saw Valerie Carlisle opposite,
her
blond fairness framed In 'dark vel
vets and furs, her amber eyes regard
ing him from beneath the shadow ol
her wide plumed hat
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

MEAT ANO VEGETABLE
"Left-Overs-

"

tage

SALAD

May Be Used to Advan
In This Appetizing

and

Sea-

sonable Dish.

Free the meat from skin and bone,
and cut Into small dice. For each pint
make a French dressing with four
of olive oil, one
of salt and
of a
teaspoonful of plain or tarragon vinegar, one-hal- f
of a teaspoonful of salt
and
of a teaspoonful of
white pepper, and with It thoroughly
marinate the meat Set aside In a
cold place for an hour or more, that It
may be thoroughly Impregnated with
dressing, drain and marinate separately with French dressing.
Arrange a
bed of lettuce or other green salad on
a platter, pour on It the meat and garnish It with vegetables. A few nasturtium leaves will add piquancy to the
salad, or a little watercress may be
used with tbe lettuce, the combination
depending largely upon the meat on
hand and in the way in which It was
cooked. Boiled meat usually needs
more In the way of seasoning than
roast meat; a few drops of onion Juice
a teaspoonful of finely chopped
chives is frequently a decided addl
tlon.

unU. S. Dentistry Abroad.
manned to outward view except for a
"An American at home, with or
cut over his temple and a stain of blood
At the beglnnjng of great automobile on his lips. Bis mask
without toothache, Is not much affect
and cap were
el the Mercury,
Rea the mechanician
ed by the sign, 'Painless Dentistry,
machine, drona dead. strange gone, one band was flung out, palm uprouth, Jeese Floyd, volunteera. and Is ac ward, and the torn sleeve
but at sight of it In a foreign land he
left bare the
cepted,
in me rest during tne iwenty-fopleasurably," a traveler said.
thrills
hour race Stanton meeta a stranger. slim arm crossed by the zigzag scar
Misa CarllBle. who Introduces heraelf. The gained at
Every
"Its lure Is not professional.
Lowell.
He looked very
Mercury wlna race. Stanton racelvea
tooth In his head may be perfectly
from Mtaa Carlisle, which he la- young and strangely grave, as the sun, Bowers
yet
a
on
borea. 6tanton meeta Miss Carlisle
If stranded and homesick
sound,
s
flickered back
train. They alight to take walk, and light and
all
You dont remember me?" the he welcomes tbat sign because
train leaves. Stanton and Misa Carlisle and forth across his colorless face and
follow In auto. Accident by which Stan- shining bronze waves
Europe
over
It Is a sure Indication
young
man
again.
you
tried
"Have
of hair.
ton la hurt la mysterious. Floyd, at lunch
Floyd," Stanton articulated hoarse forgotten the cub reporter who fol that somewhere In the neighborhood
with Stanton, tells of his boyhood. Stan-Io- n
again meeta Miss Carlisle and they ly. "Floyd!"
lowed you on the afternoon you were lives a citizen of the United States.
Une together. Stanton comes to track
The brook, gurgled cheerfully, a be arrested for speeding your machine in From the northernmost towns of Nor.
nek, but makes race. They have accl-BeFloyd hurt, but not seriously. At lated oriole. flashed past a streak of Pelham Parkway?
You let your com- way and Sweden to the boundaries of
tinner Floyd tells Stanton of hla twin
Sahara the words 'Painless dentistry
Stanton's head . sank back panion give me the story."
, HOUSEHOLD
Hater. Jeaslca. Stanton becomes very 111 flame.
HINTS.
are likely to hit you In tbe eye at the
loses consciousness.
On recovery, at down against his mechanician's inert , Stanton put out his hand, the poign
Kd hotel
Stanton receives Invitation and hand,
Usually
unexpected . turning.
most
A delicious sandwich Is made of
ant memory unendurable.
and the world tell out of
risita Jeaslca. Thev uo to theater taaeth- by cream cheese
they are followed or preceded
"Yes, yes.. What of it?"
ir, and meet Miss Carlisle. Stanton and
and dates.
Floyd meet again and talk business.
"It gave me my start, It meant a American,' but tbat qualifying term
Cold slaw served In green pepper
They agree to operate automobile factory
i
IS entirely unnecessary."
big
partners. Floyd becomes suspicious of
me;
for
I
life
Is
shells
dainty
and
forget
a
didn't
bit for luncheon.
It
CHAPTER XII.
SIsa Carlisle. Stanton again visits Jes- I made the accounts of the accident at
Castor oil rubbed thoroughly Into
nca, and they become faat friends. Stan
Curiosity.
Idle
ton becomes BUsnlHnua of Miss Carlisle.
the Cup race as easy for Miss Floyd
boots and shoes will make them Boft
Jess.
uet before Important race tlrea needed
Well! Well! So this Is a wild an
When curtains are hung un to dry
It was two weeks later when Ralph as I could, when they came out There
tor Stanton'a car are delayed.
Floyd
show."
imal
was
they
to
bound
be
some
sensationalshould be hung double over the
traces me tires and brlnga tnem to camp. Stanton first reopened conscious eyes.
Tes."
Ism."
line.
this time upon the Immaculate dreariCHAPTER XI (Continued).
And Is the man up there on the
The
"Thank you," Stanton made brief acness of a hospital room. A linen-claShetland shawl
The precaution was Justified. On nurse stood beside him, and at the knowledgment. "There is nothing that platform barking, a specimen?"
should be washed In bran and warm
the most dreaded angle of the course foot of the bed was a gentleman un- you can do for me."
water no soap!
came the
explosion,
When making sandwiches. It Is best
Substitutes.
The train was hissing at the platmistakably medical.
nedlately followed by a second from
to
you
Patron
give
reporter
Can
form,
me
butter the end of the loaf before
the
pursued him a
but
the usual
"Better, Mr. Stanton?" queried the
Die opposite wheel, the Mercury topstep
cutting
concomitants
my
off tbe slice.
with
oysters?
farther.
breezily
professional.
latter,
pled perilously.
If a piece of sugar Is put Into the
"You, you'll look after Miss Floyd,
Walter We're out of 'em Just now.
"Floyd?" Stanton whispered, with
Floyd was leaning over the back,
ater that flowers stand in, they will
Mr. Stanton? That's square?"
sir, but we kin give you pickle, crack- difficulty. "Where Is Jes Floyd?"
keep fresh quite a long time.
the extra tires, before
The driver turned an amazed resent- ers and ketchup.
The doctor surveyed him oddly, hesIon had brought the car to a standstill,
glance
upon
ful
iwet shoes should be stuffed with
his questioner, his
itating.
But the nurse stooped over
paper before they are put away; they
the two men were out on the ground him, her expression altering to Impul- hand on the rail. But. hardly aware
Increased Honors.
together, dragging forth tools. Ringed sive compassion.
why, he answered, however glacially.
will dry more aulcklv and not ho an
Farmer Judklns (with newspaper)
tbout by pushing, exclaiming specta"Yes, sir."
wall, I swan! how tbat hoy of Si Fax- - hard.
"Well, very well," she assured hastitors, they worked with quick precision, ly.
Wall paper can be cleaned hv mak
"Jes Floyd has gone home. -- Try
raating no time in speech. .
ing a paste of whitening. Lav It thick
to rest; try not to think of things.",
on
two big cars sped by them,
the marks, allow It to dry, then
He had known the truth before he
the red one banging doggedly at the asked
brush off.
question.
quietly
Stanton
the
lank of the white.
In preparing eggnlant. nreaa it nn.
turned his face to the wall and faint
der water Instead of Just Baiting it
"George thinks he's wlnnm'," lisped ed, being very weak.
Floyd mockingly. ."But he Isn't goln'
This
prevents the vegetable from turn.
In his next conscious interval, he
lng black.
to; we are."
put another demand.
Finger marks on the doom wilt
Stanton was on his feet again.
"Miss Floyd? She Is alive?"
clean off easily If the cloth Is flrst
"In with the tools," he directed,
"Yes, oh yes," the nurse heartily af
dipped In kerosene: then wash In the
with brevity.
firmed. "Yes, Indeed."
usual way.
,
eyes and gray
But the blue-blacOnce more Stanton turned to the
exchanged one smiling glance before wall. Jessica had not died when
Jei
Boiled
the Mercury sprang forward.
Onions
In
White fiau.
did, then, according to her prediction;
Peel the onions and cut off rn
The race began Its third hour,
m.
tne tie or kinship had not held so far.
dropping Into cold water as fast as
Btanton started out to regain his lost She was In the little apartment, alone.
they
are peeled. Drain from the cold
lead. It was noon, a dazzling, breath
Later In the night his steady, silent
water and put In a ctownon -i- .k
less noon of azure and gold. Down gaze drew the attendant to his side.
boiling
past the grand-stanwater to cover generously. Add
heaving
with Its
"What is it? You are suffering
a teaspoonful of salt for
expanse of color and movement they more?"
ch nn.rt
of water. Boll rapidly for ten minrwept again, the joyous applause com
"Ask her to stop singing,"
he
utes,
tag to them across the roar of their begged.
with the cover partially off the
"It wasn't my fault Ask her
saucepan. Drain off the water and
wn motor, and on between the wallp to stop."
cover
9f people Into the quieter back stretch
the onions with hot sweet milk
The nurse took a glass from the
(a quart of onions will recmire
In pursuit of their rivals.
nlnf
table.
of milk). Simmer for half sn hour.
There was a bridge, back there.
"There Is no one singing, Mr. Stanf-i- l
nI
rift IBA
'HKilf
"é..
J'
serosa a shallow running brook shut in ton, no one at all. Drink this."
Add one teaspoonful of white pepper.
I
IV Mil
ill
by a strip of autumn-tinte- d
Gradually beat in about half fl fninrnl
woodland.
"No one?
V
i
Not out there in the
IIAfw
hi.
of milk in which the onions are cook"Car ahead!" Floyd cried suddenly. dark?"
ing. When smooth stir the
la they rushed around a curve and
"No."
mixture
ore down on the crossing. "Look out
Into the onions and milk. Let the
He averted his gaze, and remained
.1
"
dish cook ten minutes
Stanton
mute, unprotesting.
longer and
After that he
serve.
In the center of the bridge was a never lost memory again; not even
reeling, staggering car, coming to a In sleep, for he dreamed.
Day and
'
Poor Man's Pudding.
halt and striving to maintain Its equi- night, hour after hour, Jessica's moButter a pudding dish. Over the botlibrium meanwhile.
The chain had notonous song. beat through his sick
-tom of dish scatter one-hal- f
broken loose, Its driver afterward ex- brain.
cup well
plained, and was lashing the
washed raw rice, one-hacup sugar a
"Oft, In the stilly night"
pinch of salt, a sprinkle of nutmeg.
to scrap metal. Seeing too
Then pour In one quart of milk. Bake
late to stop his own machine, Stanton
His nights were not still, always
In a medium oven an hour
took the only chance of saving any of when he closed his eyes he beard
and a halt
Do
the four lives and tried to twist past some one sobbing, Jessica Floyd weepnot stir at all, neither before not
Stanton Surveyed Him With Blank
the other car on the narrow bridge. ing for her brother.
goes
after it
into the oven. The time
Only a master-drive-r
would have atBut gradually the last traoes of de
The reporter beamed at blm, radiant on s is gittln along. . Last year ht of baking may vary, but bake until tbe
tempted the feat: Stanton carried it lirium faded out Slowly his superb
rice
shows
above
the milk and it Is
"I knew It" he called, above the was made a furrin' ambassador, an'
to the verge of success. They were health reasserted Its dominion and roar and clang
of the starting train. now, by crickey, the paper says he's done. Every grain is separate. The
along side, passing, when the edge of brought Stanton back to normal life.
milk Is like heavy cream and it. i tii- knew
"I
was
all
it
persona
right"
a
non grata.
the wooden bridge gave way under the The fractured bones knit the other
clous, hot or cold. If the oven Is too
double strain. There was the rip of Injuries healed.
hot the milk evaporates and the pudsplintering planks, as the Mercury's
ding Is too stiff.
He never spoke Floyd's name a sec-on- d
outside wheels crushed through the
time- - Nor did any one mention it
flooring, a shuddering lurch.
to him. The head of the Mercury
To Remove Grease.
"Jump!" Stanton shouted his vain Company came out from
Pour cold water, with a litti.
New York to
command to Floyd, as they went down. see him and express cordial sympathy.
Juice, on the grease marks immediateMore Than 2,000 Years Ago One Was vise charities, the establishing
of hos ly after spilling
The cool water lapped around his George, who had driven the Duplex to
Established In India, Says
the grease. This yon
pítala for human kind and animals.
Angers, trickled revlvingly across his victory after the Mercury's
'
will find, hardens it quickly and'
an Authority.
wreck,
It Is of interest to know tbat the can
intolerably painful arm, gurgling like came to visit him more than once, a
remove it with the aid of a knife,
last remaining of Asoka'a hospital! without
a Joyous voice as it passed by him. blonde, cheery presence; as did
leaving a mark.
The New York women who have was devoted to animals.
the
Slowly, with infinite effort, Stanton driver of the machine on
It
covered
dispensary
opened
tree
animal
a
in
bridge
twenty-fiv- e
acres
was
and
dragged himself up upon the other who owned his own Ufe totbe
divided
lntc
Potato 8oup.
Stanton's this city are regarded as ploneersln a proper wards and courts for the ao
arm, the uninjured right He must cool fearlessness and
. '
Four large potatoes, m.
Mr. good work. As a matter of fact one commodation of the patients.
see; that was the imperious cry of Oreen brought his fussy skilL
When
In
go
two quarts
to the Orient and look back
condolence. must
water until- - soft
brain and heart, to see. It seemed to But none of them alluded to Jes more than 2,000 years to find the first an animal was' sick or Injured iti Press through of
a sieve, mil
master had only to bring It to the hn
him years ago that the Mercury had Floyd. There was a curious
constraint animal hospital known.
pital, where it was cared for without pint of sweet milk, one tablespoon batgone off the bridge, yet he knew the that marked them ail, an
ter, a little salt and pepper. Let It
emperor of In regard to
Buddhist
air
famous
of
The
watchboll
tbe caste of Its owner, and
time could be but moments, since the fully keeping silent upon some sub- dia, Asoka, whose long reign from 264
where, If necessary, it found an aav up again ana serve,
ambulance had not come and be was ject constantly present in their minds. to 227 B. C. abounded in many
good Ium in old age.
still here.
Stanton looked them through
and works, was probably the earliest to
Good Starch.
was
clearing.
His vision
Tes; through with his hollow blue-blac- k
Put Into the starch yon nse a little
establish a hospital for tbe treatment
Where
Thoughts
Are
Voiced.
there, half in the dainty brook, half eyes, and asked nothing.
soda to keep it sweet, and a teaspoonof animals, says Our Dumb Animals.
"Wbst we want is freedom oi ful of glycerine,
on the green bank, lay the heap of
It was two months before he could Asoka was a true humanitarian as
which Imparts
bent and broken metal that had been leave tbe hospital - Winter had shut well ss a most powerful sovereign and speech!"
ty gloss to collars and cuffs a dainClothes
"Well," replied the citizen who re starched with this
the Mercury racing car. And beside In, raw and bleak. Tbe day fixed for although ruling a vast domain bemixture may stand
It
bis departure, the doctor lingered In came deeply impressed by the horrors fuses to be discontented, "If you don't for 38 hours without the
least danger
When he drove back the falntness bidding him good-by- .
think we have It go with me and sit of mildew.
of warfare.
that blackened the bright noon, StanI have not wanted you to be wor
He gave up his desire for conquest in the bleachers the next time the!
d
ton began to drag his
ried, Mr. Stanton," he said brusklv. and tbe rock inscriptions,
For Damp Cupboards.
are play ball."
tody toward what lay beside the Mer- Not on any account But from the still extant, record such which
When troubled with tbe cupboard
beneficent
cury.
Movement hurt, hurt unbear- fact that your flrst question was 'Jes edicts of bis as the counseling
being damp it is very good to
Almost Perfect.
of
put
ably, yet was a less anguish than Floyd
I Imagine you feel some replanting shade trees, the digging of He doesn't smoke, he doesn't chew, hf quantity of quicklime In it for a fewa
thought. For he knew, knew the sponsibility in that matter. May I ask wells, sending out of missionaries,
t
doesn
drink
la
true
and
still
days,
as it absorbs the moisture sr
ap- Unto
wife
he
once
the
did
sjMfhsnietan seldom escapes.
wed. but lead
where you ere going?"
pointment of special officers to super
a lonesome Ufa, uj said,
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At the beginning of great automobile
race the mechanician of the Mercury.
Stanton's machine, drops dead. Strange
yooth, Jesse Floyd, volunteers, and Is accented.
In the rest durlno- the twenty- four hour race Stanton meets a strangerH
Mlss Carlisle, who Introduces herself. The
Mercury wins race. Stanton receives
flowers from Miss Carlisle, which he Ignores. Stanton meets Mis Carlisle on a
train. They alight to take walk, and
train leaves. Stanton and Mist.' Carlisle
follow In auto. Accident by which Stanton ts hurt Is mysterious. Floyd, at lunch
with Stanton, tells of his boyhood. Stanton again meets Miss Carlisle and they
dine together. Stanton comes to track
sick, but makes race. They have accident Floyd hurt, but not seriously. At
dinner Floyd tells Stanton of his twin
later, Jessica. Stanton becomes very 111
and loses consciousness.
On recovery, at
his hotel Stanton receives invitation and
visits Jessica. They go to theater together, and meet Miss Carlisle. Stanton and
Flnyd meet again and talk business.
They agree to operate automobiVe factory
as partners. Floyd becomes suspicious of
Miss Carlisle. Stanton again visits Jes-alc- a,
and they become fast friends. Stanton becomes suspicious of Miss Carlisle.
Just before Important race tires needed
for Stanton's care aft delayed. Floyd
traces the tires and brings them to camp.
During race Stanton deliberately wrecks
Ms car to save machine In track. Stanton and Floyd thrown out and lose consciousness.
Two weeks
later Stanton
wakes, and believes Floyd dead.
CHAPTER XII. (Continued.)
"There is nothing at all singular in
my being here, Mr. Stanton," she stated, In her cool, indolent voice. "Because I ascertained by telephone when
you Intended to leave the hospital, and
so arranged to meet you on the train.
Tomorrow I start for Europe, to remain for a long time, and It was necessary for me to speak with you first.
I am sorry to see that you have been
frightfully 111."
"You are too good," he answered,
the old antagonism stirring him strongly. "As you observe, ! was not fortunate enough to finish myself com,
pletely in the late wreck."
"One sometimes feels like that,"
he coincided, passing one small gloved
band across the soft fur of her muff.
"I have wished for the finish, here
lately, for my part You probably aft
not know that I was engaged to marry
Archer Ross, of the Atalanta Automobile Company?"
!"
Stanton sat erect. All Floyd's suspicions of this girl rushed back to his
mind.
"Yes," she confirmed the thought In
his expression. "What you are imagining is quite correct I tried very hard
to Induce you to drive for the Atalanta
Company Instead of for the Mercury.
The Atalanta absolutely required a
good racing record. But I failed. You
were more than firm In your decision."
So that had been what she wanted
of him. That had lain behind ber
polished surface of gracious admiration and had been the core of her insincerity.
"And when I would not drive for
your company, you triea to prevem
me from driving for my ownT" He
wondered Incredulously.
She looked at him, and looked away
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not matter, nothing mattered, now.
But yet be read that beblnd that apparent ease of hers heaved a sea of
tormy thoughts ; as always, ber speech
was no guide to her mind.
"I suppose, then, that you would
not have been distressed If 1 had
broken my arm when I cranked your
car after driving you home from New
York," be commented.
Her color changed for the first time,
her eyes flashed to bis.
"You angered me," sbe retorted.
"You brutally told me that you bad
not raced at the Beach, to please me,
nor would you do so. You were supercilious, no man had ever treated me
that way before. For one Instant t did
hate and long to hurt you; I pushed
up the spark as you cranked. The
next moment I would have undone It
if I could.!'
There was a pause, as the train halted at a station, and the usual flurry of
egress and Ingress ensued. When the
start was made:
"Why are you telling me this?"
Stanton asked.. "I am not considered
especially amiable and forgiving, as a
rule; why chance unnecessary confession ?"
"No," her Up bent In a faint smile
tbat was not mirthful. "But you are
too masculine to retaliate upon a
woman. I am not much afraid, although I find myself forced to depend
upon your Indulgence.
A net was
spread for the feet of the wicked by
some one more acute, or less Indifferent, than the Mercury's driver. Your
mechanician set a private detective
at the task of following and guarding
you until after the Cup race; fearing
treachery, I suppose, would be used to
prevent your driving. You are sur-

prised?"

NEWS-HERAL-

"The lost tires had nothing to do protested unsteadily.
"Never. You
with the accident," be explained care- drove straight and best. You look so
you
fully.
quite
have
"If
finished. 111"
Miss Carlisle, I will change to another
.
He drew near her, long past

seat."
"It is I who am going. I am glad
tbat the wreck and alteration in you
are not my fault It may Interest you
to learn that Archer Ross broke his
engagement to me last week, to marry

chorus girl."
He looked at her, then.
"Yes," she agreed. "Dramatic punishment, Is it not? You can regale
Miss Floyd with the tale. You are on
your way to her, of course."
"Miss Carlisle!"
She rose, drawing around her the
heavy folds 'of velvet He saw now
the faint Unes about her delicate
mouth and the new hardness of her
tawny eyes. She had suffered, was
suffering also.
"Congratulate her from me, Mr.
At least she has known a
Stanton.
man, whatever It has cost her."
Yes, Floyd bad played a man's part.
Whatever the anguish of losing blm,
It was a matter of congratulation to
have known him. It never occurred to
Stanton that Valerie Carlisle might
have meant him, himself.
It was afternoon when Stanton arrived in New York, among the
crowds
hilarious
that
thronged the streets.
And then be
first realized tbat this waa the day before Christmas. Christmas? Holiday?
With a vague Impulse to escape it all,
he hailed a taxlcab. A girl with ber
arms full of holly brushed past blm as
be reached the curb, a man in uniform
stopped blm with a hastily recited
plea for aid to the hungry poor. At
him Stanton looked, "and put a yellow
bill-I- n
the outstretched hand.
"Sir!" the man cried, pursuing him
with ready book and pencil. "What
name? So generoua "
"Floyd,"
and
Stanton answered,
stepped Into the vehicle.
The address he gave to the chauffeur was that of the quiet up town
apartment house.
The little old Irishwoman clad in
black silk opened the door. He fancied she had aged, but on seeing him
she broke Into beaming smiles and
ushered him In with eager welcome.
The girl who was like Floyd was
standing In the flrellt room. As Stanton paused on the threshold, she retreated against the window-opposite- ,
ber fingers winding themselves hard
Into the draperies, her marvelous gray
eyes wide and fevered. So they gazed
at each other, dumb.
'You can not bear to see me?" Stan
ton first found voice. "I have no right
to blame you God knows I understand. Yet Floyd would tell you that
It was not my fault I did not throw
away bis life by recklessness."
She gazed at him still, yet It seemed
to him tbat during a brief second
consciousness had left her and returned, that now she looked at blm differently, almost wildly.
"I have been near deatb, also," he
"I have seen no newsparesumed.
pers, I do not know what they have
told you. But the accident was pure
accident; If he could have been here,
Floyd would have borne me out In
that. I have wantonly risked his life
with mine at other times, then, no."
Her sensitive face had changed, she,
too, found speech.
"I never thought of blame," she

He saw the crowded railway station,
on the morning of the return from Indianapolis, and Floyd's vivid, anxious
face turned to blm In the artificial
light He heard the fresh young
voice:
"If you won't take care of
yourself, Stanton "
"There was no need, Mr. Stanton. " I
had no Idea of Interfering with you
personally.
But the thing was done,
and overdone. The man hired Co play
detective was not honest; he exceeded his mission of protection and went
on to Investigation for his own profit
It I am telling you this, It Is because
you would soon hear the story from
him, anyhow, and because I want you
to silence him. He has offered me his
silence for a price, but I do not
choose to yield to a blackmail which.
once commenced, would never end. I
prefer to ask shelter of your chivalry."
I will silence blm," he gave cold as
surance.
You are very good. It is not the
least of my humiliations to know that
you could deal me nothing more contemptuous
than your forbearance."
Sbe hesitated.
"There is one thing
more; I would like to ask whether Sample of Extent to Which Red Tape
your
'again.
recent accident was In any way
Methods Prevail In Ger"I fancy you would scarcely credit
many.
me, Mr. Stanton, If I denied the fact,
now. I have been very clumsy; a soGermany,' declares Mr. S. Baring-Goul- d
ciety woman is not trained to practical
In his book, "The Land of
melodrama. You are unbelievably difTeck," is absolutely swatbed tn red
ficult to lead."
tape. In illustration, be tells an ex',' Her flawless
gave an
perience of his own while Journeying
effect of unreality to the whole affair.
to Owen.
by rail from
Stanton felt a vertigo of the mind.
for a
I asked at
purpose
In
view
"You had that
third-clas- s
ticket to Owen, and supwhen you first spoke to me at the
got
posing that I had
what I asked
hour race?" he
Beach twenty-fou- r
carriage
for, stepped Into a third-clas- s
"You hoped to Induce
questioned.
On these branch lines nearly everyone
by
driving,
In
fast
me to wreck my car
travels fourth. Before reaching the
order to leave the Atalanta a. better
next Btatlon only a mile from
chance of winning?"
in fact tbe Inspector ap"I never
"Oh, not" she deprecated,
peared. "Hah!" he said. "You have
ticket, and are in a
a fourth-clas- s
tried to cause your wreck what can
third-clas- s
you think me? No, that was merely
compartment The fine Is
an Impulsive experiment; I wanted to
six marks."
I explained, and offered at once to
see If you would do as I wished. Some
carriage or
pass Into a fourth-clas- s
men have done so."
pay the difference In the price of
"Are you going to tell me that you
drugged me at Lowell, on the eve of
tickets.
"That wjll not do. You have Inthe road race?"
"Drugged you? That Is a harsher
fringed the law, and must pay six
marks," the man Insisted.
description than I ever gave the inci"I get out at Owen, and will explain
dent in mV own mind. But I poured "God," Breathed 8tanton, and Sank
Ross
Archer
your
matters to the station master," I said.
had
coffee
what
Into
Into a Chair.
I did so.
given me for that purpose. He said It
"Tbe fine is six marks," said the
would not harm you, only prevent you caused by the late arrival of the tires
official, peremptorily.
he had for your machine."
from driving next morning;
-"But, said I, I demanded a third-clas- s
on
beavjly
car.
bis
But
You did that?"
been betting
ticket and was given one for
you raced, after all, ill as you must
"Yes, I did that, I had the express
have been. I never Imagined you would car misdirected before it left my fa- which I had not asked. This waa an
I knew oversight on the part of the clerk."
take such a risk, or I should have re- ther's factory in Chicago.
1 disliked the
"Yon should have examined your
your car could not race on bare rims."
fused the responsibility.
Stanton turned to the" window. So ticket," the station master insisted.
task, anyhow. To be frank, I wag horThe train was delayed five minutes
ribly frightened when I saw you on she was responsible for the last harshout the question on
the course, and when the report of ness he had shown Floyd; since their while we threshed
platform In great detail, and the
never
have
the
misunderstanding
could
your accidast came In, I felt guilty of
arisen If the mechanician had not other passengers craned their necks
assassination."
d
been absent on the trip to Coney Is- out of the windows of the carriages
. He looked at ber, at her
beaaty, ber composed ease, his land. His sudden nausea of loathing and listened with lively Interest At
last, reluctantly, the atatlon master
It did for her made calm reply difficult
rwm fas eeMly emotionless.

"I have been III, I have new little
strength to waste aside from my pur.

pose. Jessica, I have come for you, as
he once gave me leave to do. You
have no one left, nor I. Will you mar
ry me?
.
Her fingers wound harder Into the
curtain, he saw the pulse beating In
her round throat as she flung back
her bead with Floyd's own boyish
movement.
"You love me?" she questioned, Just
audibly, grave eyes on his.
"I thought you knew. Yes."
She shook her bead, ber smile sad.
"Me, Ralph Stanton, or Jet Floyd's
.
twin?"
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
WALTON
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'BIRDS'

SONGS

Famous Author of "The Compleat
Angler" Appreciated Music of
His Feathered Friends.
At first the lark, when sbe means to

rejoice, to cheer herself, and those
that bear ber, she then quits tbe earth

and sings as sbe ascends higher into
the air; and having ended her heavenly employment, grows then mute and
sad, to think Bbe must descend to the
dull earth, which sbe would not touch
but for necessity.
Now do tbe black
bird and the throsBel, with tbelr melo
dious voices, bid welcome to tbe cheer
ful spring, and In their fixed mouths
warble forth such ditties .as no art or
Instrument can reach to. Nay, the
smaller birds do the like In their particular
seasons; as, namely, the
laverock, the titlark, tbe little linnet
and the honest robin, that loves mankind, both alive and dead. But tbe
nightingale, another of my airy creatures, breathes such sweet, loud- - music
out of her little Instrumental throat
that It might make mankind think
miracles are not ceased. He that at
midnight, when the very laborer sleeps
securely, should hear as I have very
often the clear airs, the sweet
descants, the natural rising and falling, the doubling and redoubling of
her voice, might well be lifted above
earth and say:
"Lord, what music hast thou provided for the saints In heaven, when
thou affordest to bad men such music
upon earth!" izaak Walton's "Tbe
Compleat Angler."
Bishop Blames His Hair.
Dalton of the
Annunciation church tells this story
of a Catholic bishop well known In
this locality, but at Father Dalton's re

Father William J.

quest nameless bere:

"The bishop Is a large man with
bushy back hair," the prleBt relates.
"He often on his tourB through Kansas wears a silk bat His crosier he
carried In a large leather case.
'Recently In a Jerkwater
Kansas
t
town where silk hats are scarce
on the heads of traveling musicians, tbe bishop was Just alighting
from his train when the negro porter
appeared at tbe car door waving bis
crosier case.
"'Hey, boss!' the porter called. 1
reckon you all bad better take yo fiddle wlf you. De company
Is -- ot
sponsible fo' packages
left in de
"
seats.'
Kansas City Journal

Thrift of Ozark Couple

1

yielded ; but I must pay the difference
"What is it?" I asked.
"One penny."
Hope Not Realized.
Dean Sumner of tbe Cathedral S3.
Peter and Paul related tbe following
story at the recent banquet of the
Chicago Association of Commerce at
tbe Hotel Sherman.
"A little Jewish
boy went to his father on Christmas
day and asked hlmfor a quarter.
Upon receiving It he sauntered out
Into the city streets and didn't return
until evening.
His father called him
as he came In and Inquired what he
did with the quarter he had been given. '1 went to the candy shop next
door and changed It Into nickels,' said
the boy. 'Then I went to the news
stand on the corner and changed tbe
nickels Into pennies.
After that 1
went back to the candy shop and got
Ave nickels for my pennies, and then
t went to the delicatessen and got a
quarter for my five nickels.'
"'But why did you do all thatr de
manded tbe father.
" 'I hoped theft somebody
mlghl
make a mistake and give me toe
much," replied tbe boy."

MAKE CHANGE IN MENU
DISHES WITHOUT MEAT AFFORD
VARIETY TO DIET.
Imported Recipes Economical and Un.
usual Italian Methods of Combining Macaroni and Eggs in
Appetizing Manner.
Although

meat furnishes heat for

the body, and therefore is necessary
In cold countries and cold seasons, a
relief from a meat diet la welcomed

by every one and affords a variety to
a diet that gives beneficial results.
The combination dishes fit in very
well, furnishing In their double and
triple form a more appetizing
and
nourishing fare.
These allow tbe
housewife. to ring the changes on one
eh and to use left-ovein an attractive form.
We can resort to European countries for inspiration.
France, Italy,
Germany give countless recipes that
are economical and unusual.
They
are good to eat, tooi a very Important
fact to be considered.
In Italy there Is a wealth of cheap,
nourishing dishes which every housekeeper gives when meat Is not re
quired. One of the favorite diBbes of
the Italian Is macaroni and eggs combined in numerous clever ways.
Italian Malgre Dishes. The maca.
ronl, boiled until creamy and thick,
and never hardened in tbe oven until
the uppermost layer resembles nieces
of bark Instead of flour paste, is mixed
witn sliced, hard boiled etes and
cheese, with tomatoes deliciouely fried
in Dutter, with poached egg sprinkled
with grated cheese, with flsh or with
chestnuts In many different ways.
Macaroni and Chestnuts. Take 20
chestnuts. Grill them. Then remove
tbe skins, and cut tbe - kernels In
halves. Cook some macaroni In salted
watgr, add the chestnuts and when
cooked, drain and add butter, salt, pepper and grated cheese.
Turn into a
buttered fireproof dish, and place In
the oven, after sprinkling the top with
fine breadcrumbs and melted butter.
Serve when brown.
Patata Alia Proveníale A favorite
potato dish to be served as a disb by
itself Is known as "patate alia proveníale." The Italian cook places
large lump of butter In a saucepan.
She adds to it a few spoonfuls of the
best cooking oil, finely pared lemon
peel, finely chopped shallots, a little
grated nutmeg,
salt, pepper and
minced parsley. She then peels and
slices some potatoes, and turns them
Into the frying pan. Sue cooks them
until nicely brown, but not hard. Tbe
Are is not too quick.
Finally, sbe
spilnkles lemon Juice over them, and
hands slices of lemon with tbe dish.
They make, besides.
another malgre dish In Germany ot
spinach and rica While the spinach
is cooking, a quarter of a pound of
rice Is boiled in milk nicely seasoned
the spinach being then strained and
finely minced. A beaten egg is added
to the rice with a spoonful of thick.
sour cream, butter, salt and pepper.
Rice and spinach are then alternately
placed in a buttered pie dish and vege
table stock some ot tbe spinach waterpoured over the top. The whole
Is covered with breadcrumbs and melted butter and browned In the oven.
Pineapple Pie.
Juice from one can of 10 or 15 cent
pineapple (sliced), about half a cup.
add one tablespoonful lemon Juice, fill
cup with water, add three more eup-fu- ls
of water,
one cupful sugar
(white), and a pinch of salt Brine
to a boil. Add four round tablespoonv
fuls of corn starch wet In a little more
water;
cook three minutes. Add
beaten yolks of three eggs, cook two
more.,
minutes
Pour Into two baked
pie crustB tbat have been baked In
jelly tins. Let cool three minutes, put
small bits of pineapple on top. Wbea
cold, add meringue.
Use remaining;
pineapple In salad with apples and
bananas.

Stewed Cucumbers.
lengths
Peel and cut into two-inc- h
four ripe encumbers. Cover with a
of oil, vinegar and salt for
two hours. Into a skillet melt two
butter, a teaspoonfnl salt
Simmer cucumand grated nutmeg.
bers In this sauce about twenty minutes, or until tender. Adda tablespooncup of cream to
ful Aour and one-bal- f
the butter In pan and tbe beaten yolks
eggs.
Simmer,
but do not boll,
of two
for another ten minutes. 8erve very -hot adding the Juice of half a lemon,
i
and a pinch of chopped parsley.

Coffee Frapp.
Save tbe coffee left from breakfast
The Real Grievance.
one cup sugar to one cup of cream
Friend You've got to admit there's add
quart, freeze rather soft and)
nothing in Tripoli worth fighting for. to each
In the fl relesa cooker until dinpack
Italian Diplomat Certainly.
time, serve In tall glasses. Or It
Friend Then why do you want to ner
you prefer, freeze the coffee without
keep on fighting?
whip
Italian Diplomat We've got' to pun- cream, on tbe latter and place a
each glass.
ish the Turks for giving us the im- spoonful
pression that there waa. Satire.
When Making Mint Sauce.
When making mint sauce if hot
Too Prevalent
Is used Instead of cold K will
For one man who thlnka too much vinegar
greatly Improve the flavor and give)
of himself there are a hundred war
sauce
the
better color.
Exchange.

think toa liuis.

'
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SYNOPSIS.
At the beginning- - of great automobile
oí tha Mercury,
Pico the mechanician
machine, drops dead. Strange
youth. Jcase Floyd, volunteers, and Is accepted. In the rest during the twenty-Jou- r
hour race Stanton meets a stranger.
Miss Carlisle, who Introduces herself. The
Mercury wins race.
Stanton receives
flowers from Miss Carlisle, which he Ignores. 8tanton meets Mis Carlisle on a
train. They alight to take walk, and
train leaves. Stanton and Miss Carlisle
follow In auto. Accident by which Stanton Is hurt Is mysterious. Floyd, at lunch
with Stanton, tells of his boyhood. Stanton again meets Miss Carlisle and they
dine together.
Stanton comes to track
Irk, but makes race. They have accident Floyd hurt, but not aerlously. At
twin
dinner Floyd tells Stanton of his
very 111
sister. Jessica. Stanton becomes
On recovery, at
and loses consciousness.
his hotel Stanton receives Invitation and
visits Jessica. They go to theater together, and meet Miss Carlisle. Stanton and
Floyd meet again and talk business.
Tiiev aeree to nnerntn automobile factory
as partners. Floyd becomes suspicious of
Ansa Carlisle.
Stanton again visits
elca. and they become fast friends. Stanton becomes suspicious of Miss Carlisle.
Just before Important race tires needed

jw

for Stanton's care are delayed Floyd
traces the tires and brings them to camp.
During race Stanton deliberately wrecks
Ma car to save machine In track. Stanton and Floyd thrown out and lose consciousness.
Two weeks
later Stanton
awakes, and believes Floyd dead. Miss
Carlisle admits she was responsible for
accident to Stanton and for his previous
They part. Stanton visits JesIllness.
sica, and much of mystery Is unraveled.

'

CHAPTER XII. (Continued.)
The acute question pierced deep.

Out of Stanton's suffering leaped the
truth In a cry of vehement passion
and force.
"I do not know! Jessica, Jessica, I
I want both.
I love
do not know!
you, I want you for my wife; left with
him. I would have missed you. If 1
cared for you because "you were like
him, if I see him now In you, what
matterf I tell you I want you, but I
shall want him all my life. I want the
one who rode beside me, the one who
rough or
stood with me through
smooth, the one who knew me and !
him I want my comrade, Jes Floyd."
The naked strength of pain, the
fierce outcry of savage bereavement
left the atmosphere swept to primitive clarity, free of all small things.
The girl drew herself erect, even her
lips colorless In her absolute pallor
but her eyes meeting hlra on his own
ground of desperate honesty, and
raised her hands to her bead.
Stanton saw her lace sleeves fall
back, and a zigzag scar start Into
view on her slender left arm. Like
bands of silk ribbon she unwound the
heavy braids of hair and flung them
Aside, letting a mass of short, boyish,
bronze curls tumble about her forehead.
There was no mistake possible, ever
gain. He did not know that he spoke,
yet his cry reached the street below.
"Floyd! Floyd!"
y
"I am Floyd."

"You"

"I am Jessica."
The room reeled giddily, his vision
And as his composure went
blurred.
down In chaos, her courage rose up to
aid his need.
"You're goln' to take It hard,"
her earnest voice. "I've
been dvln' wrong to you, while I
thought I was only hurtln' myself. I'm

eorry."
The lisp, the soft
accent so blent with
splendid

excitement-bor-

of
memories
peril and comrade risk, fell

"""

"Ood ! " breathed Stanton, and sarrk-4- ?
Into a chair, dropping his face upon
his arm as It rested on the little
"You've got to bear 1t; there's only
me. But that's the only way 'I've deceived you, Stanton." The rustle of
her dress came strangely with his
name In those clear tones. "All that
f told you of my life Is true, except
'Jes. My father bad to have a son, an'
be made me one. At first, when I was
little. It was tor fun be called me Jes
on, an'
when I had my
played tbere were two of us. But
when we found that all the country-side- ,
all the factory hands, every one
eioept my nurse believed Jes and
Jessica twins, we let It go on. It
made It easier for him In tralnln' me
to be his partner. For be said I was
for that So Jes studied an'
man-fi- t
raced an' worked with him all day; In
the evenln' Jessica wore frocks and
We lived alone In the big
trills.
house; It was so easy. I used to darkmy
a bit; that was alL You're
skin
en
not listenln' you want time to think
It
He neither moved nor contradicted.
Time for readjustment he did need,
for realisation of this and himself.
C landing, a slim, upright figure, she
ave It to him. waiting while the little
BwIjs clock on the mantle chattered

out"

ikwesk

mjv

minutes.

pie figure In an embrace blending every passion to be spent on man or
woman.
"Jess, Jess comrade Joss, love

Jess!"
After a while, she made the last

decorum until a broad brim, no doubt
FARM ESSENTIAL
moved by the spirit Informed his DRY
hearer: "I have married a wife," evi
dently being about to use this as a
text Pat was excited and called out. Ideas of Practical Farmer on
"The dlvll ye have."
Need of Deep Plowing.
This Interruption rather confused
the young man, but he continued: '
have married a daughter of the Lord
This was too much for our Emerald
Very First Requisite In the ConservaIslander, who exclaimed: "Sit down,
tion of Moisture Prevents Formaye spalpeen!. It'll be a long time be
tion of What Might Be Called
fore ye see your father-in-law.- "
a Plow-Pa-

essay.
"You're sure, Ralph?"
"Hush."
"You've lost your racln' mechani
cian."
'I'm not going to race; we're going
to Buffalo to open the Comet automo
bile factory."
"I've known you every minute; you WHEN WALKING WITH LADIES
Fhtm Morcitnj tíc.
didn't all know either Jes or Jessica."
For the first time since the Mercury Nearly Every Country Has Its Own
car changed tires on the Cup race
Ideas as to Place of Male
eyes
course,
Escort.
Stanton's blue-blaclaughed Into the gray ones.
remy
died,"
she
"When
father
"Perhaps not, but I know Jess Stan
Almost every country has Its own
sumed, at last "after I found out that ton. Oet your hat and furs ana come fashions for men who walk with ladies
I wasn't goln' to die, too, I saw Jes
team-matewe're
contract;
your
sign
on the public streets. In America and
was able to earn his livln' while Jes- for the long run, my girt"
In England we walk on the side of the
sica was liable to starve. I had it In
THE END.
lady that Is nearer the street Many
my blood to love that work, I suppose;
years ago when the streets were not
I told you once that the very smell of
An Expert Name Manufacturer.
kept as clean as tbey are now, any
.
exhaust gas drove me out of myself
dlnn.i, In Mow York William person walking on the outer edge of
Every racer knows Rv hnrrilner. the advertising expert. the pavements was likely to get well
with speed-feveIt, you know It, that feelln'.
So I got scored neatly off an advertising fad splashed with mud and rainwater, and
a place In the Mercury factory; an' that has of late been rather overdone
that Is why the gentlemen took that
that way I met you. I don't know bow
"A vnims counle." he began.- "bad side, so as to Bave the ladles' fine
to make you understand!"
a
of
the
advent
clothes.
heen Messed with
He Interrupted
her ruthlessly, al- little son, and the wife, at dinner one
In some countries It" Is considered
most roughly, as be might once have evening, said:
better for the gentleman to keep nearup".
spoken .to Floyd;, not looking
"What shall we name our darling, er the middle of the pavement In or-- ,
"What of all that? You are you, Jim?'
der to preserve the lady from Jostnow. You've let me think you dead
"Jim wrinkled his brow and re ling of persons going In the opposite
for two months you left me In hell." piled:
direction In a crowded street When
"No, no!" she denied In swift deIt Is the rule for every one to keep
Woii T Biihmlt Chllda. Firstbornlo.
fense. "Not that I never guessed that Thebol, Allours, Sunne, Ourown, Our to the right those who are on the
thought
you could believe me dead; I
left of the two passing streams are
ownson
you must know me 'Jessica."
being bumped Into.
In
"But at this point his wife shut him continually
You never up.
"How should I know?
Germany
the gentleman always keep
He could, of course, have Kept on
matlady,
came near me. The Floyd I knew Indefinitely.
no
of
same
side
the
on
the
You see, he was one of
would have come," the bitterness of those advertisement writers who
ter which side of the street they may
those desolate nights and days choked
new names for breakfast foods, be on or which way they are going.
,
speech.
tinned soups and patent medicines."
He Agreed.
Tbere was a pause, filled with some
strange significance beyond bis fath"What you need," said the wordy
80ms Time to Walt.
oming.
ponderous way, "is an
In
medic
his
chanced
One evening an Irishman
to drop into a quiet meeting bouse of enlargement of your daily round,
"I couldn't come," Bhe deprecated,
her low voice broken. "You're makln'
this hard. When I was picked up
stunned, an' taken to the hospital, after we went off the bridge, they found
I wasn't Jes. They talked of methe
newspapers printed stories about Stanton's mechanician
they said, they
said you knew I was a woman when
"
we went West
The movement that brought Stanton
to his feet was galvanic.
He understood, finally. In one blinding flash of
full comprehension;
understood
the
doctor, the nurse, his fellow-driverembarrassed reticence, and Miss Carlisle. Understood, too, that here bad
been a suffering acute as bis own. And
in the man's hot outrush of protection
Jes and Jessica were fused Into one.
"They'll talk to 'me," be grimly assured.
"I'm not shut In a hospital,
now. Why didn't you send them to
me? You knew I'd come to you "
His sentence broke, as his eyes
caught and held hers; Floyd's eyes,
straight and true In spite of the girl's
scarlet shame burning in either check
"I knew, yes, you are 'hat kind. But
how could I tell you would want to
come? How can I tell it now? You'd
see me through safely, anyhow. I'm
rememberin' that you dismissed Floyd
for one falsehood, an' I've tricked you
for weeks."
He drew a step nearer her; the
pulse which had commenced to beat
through him the day tbey started for
Indianapolis and which bad ceased two
months ago, suddenly woke anew with
a long steady stroke. The old rich
sense of life ran warm along his veins.
"What of you?" he put the question.
''Brute enough I've been to Floyd. Perhaps be had too much of me for you
to want more?"
She gasped before the challenge,
then abruptly flared out, powder to
spark, defiance to mastery, as so often
"You're Going to Marry Me Today."
orftrack or course.
"You're mOckln' me, Ralph Stanton!
"Mebby
the Quakers, and being rather aston- wider circle of activity."
An' I won't bear' It I've told you too ished as to what manner of place It that's right," said the patient
"I'm
I
you'd
cared,
that
trustln'
never
often
circus."
was, resolved to remain quiet and a bareback rider in a one-rin- g
know the rest I ought to have kept listen. He behaved
Cleveland Plain Dealer.
with remarkable
.
- I
M'.
i.
, uvioi' iircniiv J uu .lv nuuvr 1 was an;
one but Jes Floyd, I meant to be your
partner an' mechanician all my Ufe. I
hated beln' a girl. But you came here
an' found Jessica when I wasn't ex- pectin' you. When you asked me If
"They wrote at the bottom of the
you might marry my sister, there at Took Matter of Presents Into Their
Own Hands on Sliver Wedding
Invitations, asking tbe folks not to buy
the Comet factory, you almost killed
Anniversary.
presents until they got there, for the
me. For then I did want to be a girl.
jeweler from Buckeye Bridge would
your girl. Yes, I'm sayln It an'
Everyone who has got several gifts be In the yard with a full line of silwon't marry you, I won't I gave Jes exactly alike
appreciate
the
will
sica a chance, an' you didn't love her. shrewdness of this Ozark couple who. verware, and no two pieces alike."
you loved Jes. I couldn't be happy
"That was clever," said the stranof presents, took things ger.
any more, either way. rm tired of In the matter
"Picked out their own presents,
own
bands.
Into
their
you mlgbt say."
wishin' the Mercury had fallen on me
HI
being
thrifty,"
said
"Speakln'
of
you'd better go; I'm never goln' to
"Yes." said 111, "but that wasn't the
and bis
Buck, "reckon Cy Wasson
We learned afterward
see you again,
best part of
wife, that came here from Iowa, about tbey dickereditwith the jeweler and got
me,"
going
to
"You're
see
corrected
the prize."
0 per cent on all
give
to
them
him
Stanton, slowly definite, "forever. take
"How's that?" asked the stranger he sold." Youth's Companion.
You're going to marry me today."
who was waiting In front of the blackShe lifted her face to him aa he smith shop while his horse was being
Cause of Leprosy Ascertained.
stood over her, the girl's piteous shod.
The long discussion over the bacilbeauty of It the
direct
"Well, you- - see Cy and Mtrandy
candor, the mechanician's unmurmur
wanted to celebrate their silver wed- lus of leprosy (It has been going on
ing nhArilAnCiA. and Iia aaw hnr trm ding. Tbey bad never celebrated any ever since Hensen claimed discovery
bllng whose courage matched his owlf anniversary before because, as Mtran- of the specific germ forty years ago)
"Don't make me unless you want dy told my wife, the sliver wedding appears to be ended. Work during
me, truly,
she whispered.
"Were was tbe first one where tbe presents the last year, or two at the leper colpi ay In' square, now.'
would be worth more than tbe onies of Guam and Hawaii seems to
have proved that tbe lepra bacillus Is
His reply was inarticulate, the ex victuals.
presslon which leaped into his eyes
"Even then they worried a good deal the real cause of the disease.
was that with which he once had tor fear everybody would bring pickle
Optimistic
looked at Floyd across the cups of forks or butter knives.
But after a
chocolate. Only now It cam 3 with the while they hit on an Idea that worked ' It Is better to be picked too young
fierce movement that crushed her sup- - Orat rat.
than canned too late. Judge.
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Much Ado About a Penny

I- -

(By J. S. MURPHY, Practical North Da-

kota Dry Farmer.)
If I were asked what Is the one thing
above all other things necessary in dry
farming I would say deep plowing. For
purposes of dry farming all of the sub-soin this state lying west of Red
river Is practically the same, and is
composed of drift brought here during
the glacial period, one of the most stupendous events this old earth ever experienced.
Now, this subsoil or drift
is chiefly decomposed or disintegrated
rock, and has all the
properties, such as nitrogen, lime, potash and phosphorus, which are the
elements especially needed in cereal
production. Deep plowing Is the very
first essential in moisture conservation, as the thing it does is to Increase
the absorbing storage capacity of the
soil; and the first step in dry farming
is. to get water Into the soil, and deep
plowing is tbe first aid in this particular.
Then, too, deep plowing prevents
the formation of what might be called.
for the want of a better name, a
plow-paI bave examined literally
hundreds of fields, and I never yet examined a field, in a dry year especially, that this plowpan would not
be in evidence when the plowing was
This plow-pa- n
less than seven Inches.
1b caused chiefly from the pressure
of the subsoil, producing a sort of a
glazed surface, and this prevents any
proper contact between the furrow-slic- e
and the subsoil. In dry farming
the plowing should be so deep that you
would And It quite impossible to find
ends and the
where the furrow-slic- e
subsoil begins. When that condition
always
a proper
is present there is
and,
contact between the furrow-slic- e
without even thinking, you can see
that this is necessary, when you are
depending chiefly on the water stored
Id the soil, which you get by capillary and not on free water, to mature
your crop. Furthermore, when this
plow-paexists, the average rainfall,
up to one inch, never penetrates the
subsoil at all, any more than it did
the sod, and for the same reason.
The subsoil is the farmer's reser-li-r
for the storage water that sup
plies the moisture during the season.
After you have once plowed your land
to, say, a depth of ten Inches, it Is
not necessary, of course, to plow so
deep each year. When I eummer-tll- l
a piece of land I plow deep, for this
Is the time to bring up new soil so
us to give it plenty of time to become
weathered. Now, as soon as the crop
Is harvested on this land the next
and
season I disk it Immediately;
when I plow it for the next crop, and
it should be done that fall is possible,
I only plow it about six inches deep.
Some four years ago I acquired a
piece of land that had been tilled (so
call) for twelve years. No part of
this land was ever plowed five Inches
deep, and I determined to get down
Into it, and I did. Now I estimate,
and my men thought by estimate conservative, that It took a full third
more power to break up this hardpan
formed by twelve years' plow pressure
than It would to break the original
prairie sod. I find that tbe average
farmer and the average farmer is al
ways attempting to do more than his
power Justifies doing rarely plows
more than five Inches deep, and he
will come nearer plowing four Inches. Turning four or five Inches of the top,
coil over this year and flopping it back
next year, is not dry farming; it lsn I
farming at. all ; and tbe man who folsystem, whether
lows that slip-sho- d
he is handling 160 acres or 1,600 acres.
Is going to lose out.
Spraying Compulsory.
Spraying has become compulsory In
Ohio no exemptions.
It will take
some time before the law Is thoroughly enforced. Its greatest hardship will
be to the village resident who has a
tew fruit trees more for shade than
profit. In the spraying of which build
ings, etc., are liable to have the paint
damaged. If the slogan is to be "low
er cost of. living," then tbelr gains
will be greater than their losses.
Weeds Reduce Profits.
There Is nothing which detracts
more from tbe appearance of a farm
than fence corners or roads grown
rank with weeds. Nor can farmers
afford to grow weeds. Every weed is
I king nourishment required tor the
growth of some useful plant and it la
one of the factors which reduces
the profits on our high-priceland.
Keep Cows Comfortable,
The best way to keep the cows com
fortable In tbe stall Is to use an abun
dance of bedding.
Good Neighbors.
Good fences mean good neighbors.
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Western Newepaper Union News Service.

DENVER MARKETS.
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Cattle.
Beef steers, corn fed, good to
cboice
7.608.25
Beef steers, corn fed fair to
good
7.007.C0
Beef steers, pulp fed, good to
cboice . . ,
7.507.83
Beef steers, pulp fed, fair to
good
7.00S7.50
Beef steers, bay fed good to
choice
7.407.S5
Beef steers, hay .fed, fair to
good
.7.007.40
7. 30 fa 8.00
Heifers, prime, pulp fed
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
good to choice
6.357.00
Cows and heifers, pulp fed,
fair to good
5.75G.35
Cows and heifers, corn fed,
good to choice
.6.607.25
Cows and heifers, corn fed,
6.00 6.0(1
fair to good
Stock cows
4.505.75
Veal cows
7.009.50
B.50
Bulls
6.36

Stags

6.007.00

Feeders and stockers, good
to choice
7.007.65
Feeders and stockers, fair to
good
6.507.0C
Feeders and stockers, Common to fair
6.00 6.50
Hogs.
Good

hogs

7.758.4C
Sheep.

Lambs
Ewes (shorn)
Yearlings (shorn)
Wethers . .

.

.6.50'7.1(!
.3.75(94.25

.

.4.755.50

.

.4.254J4.63

.

MINERS CLASH

WESTERN

MINING NEWS
IN

UNION

ORGANIZER SLAIN AND
DETECTIVE 8HOT, IN BUSINESS STREET IN TRINIDAD.

COLORADO

BUSINESS MEN WORK
TO AVERT THE
THREATENED 8TRIKE.

INQ

HARD

Wettern Newspaper Union News Service.

Trinidad, Colo. Gerald LIppiatt, or
ganizer for the United Mine Workers
of America, is dead, and George
Washington Belcher, an employé of
the Baldwin-Felt- z
Detective Agency.
Is shot In the leg as a result of a
clash in the crowded business section
of the city between miners and de
tectives. Eight shots were fired, twt
of which struck Uppiatt and one tbt
Lipplatt staggered across
detective.
the street before he fell and was
picked up and carried Into a nearby
store, where he died a few minutes
later. Belcher was taken to the hos
pital.
The shooting took place twenty
minutes after Lip'platt and a party of
five miners had alighted from a south
bound train. According to
the miners encountered Bel
cher and Walter Belk, anotrer detec
tive, in front of a pawnshop on' North
Commercial street. Just what led to
the shooting is not known. According
to Belk, Lippiatt thrust a revolver
agalnBt Belk's breast. At the same
instant Belcher, who was standing at
Belk's side, struck down Lippialt's
weapon and received In his own leg
the shot Intended for Belk. Belcher
then opened fire and Lippiatt was
killed.

Hay.
(Prices Paid by Denver Jobbers F. O
.
B. Track Denver.)
Colorado upland, per ton.10.0012.00
Nebraska upland, per ton.10.00al.0C
Second bottom, Colorado
and Nebraska, per ton.. 8.50(g) 9.0C
Timothy, per ton
11.0013.0C
Alfalfa, per ton
7.008.0C
South Park, choice, per
ton
13.0014.0C
San Luis Valley, per .ton. .lO.OOffi 11.5C
Commercial organizations
of DenGunnison Valley, per ton. .11.0012.0C
to do
Straw, per ton
4.0C ver and Colorado are preparing
3.75
all In their power to avert the threatGrain.
ened strike in the southern coal fields.
Wheat, choice milling, 100 lbs... 1.22
Business men of the 'state declare
Rye, Colo., bulk 100 )bs
1.0Í that at this time, when Colorado is
1.6E
Nebraska, oats, sacked
In a position to make its greatest
1.6E
Corn chop, sacked
progress, dissension and strife would
Corn, in sack
1.64
of the state
Bran, Colo., per 100 lbs
1.2C retard the development
for years. The United Mine WorkerB
they
doing
Bay
.are
whatever is possiFlour.
Standard Colorado, net
I2.2C ble to avoid a strike.

BRIEF

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

Trend of Metal Values.

Silver
Lead
Spelter
Cupper-

LABOR HEAD ON SCENE
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15.75

Colorado.
The standard mine, on Gibson hill
shipped five or six carloads of ore to
the smelter at Leadville last week
A corps of assayers and mining experts are now making a detailed exam
ination of the well known Rawley
mine at Bonanza and it is general
talk in that country that the big mine
is to be sold.
The Blue Flag Mining and Milling
Company's concentration mill In 1111nois gulch at Breckenridge has been
remodeled and ltB capacity increased
so that It will now be able to handle
100 tons of crude ore per twenty-fou- r
hours.
R. W. Foote shipped two carloads of
crude zinc blende ore to a chemical
company in Kansas. The ore was
from the Bullion King mine on Gibson hill. Two- - miners are breaking
the ore from the three foot thick
blanket vein.
The Gold and Silver Dollar property,
up Ute creek,- has been entered among
the shippers of the Idaho Springs district. A shipment of ten tons of first- class ore made brought a settlement
at the sampler at $135 a ton in gold,
silver and lead.
Drilling machines for the Grand
River Oil & Gas Company arrived at
De Beque and were unloaded under
the direction of Manager Marshall, ft
will be installed near the Crandall
ranch and operations should com
mence before the first of September.
sil
Another big strike of high-grad- e
ver ore is reported on the Dakota
claim on Horse mountain in Eagle
county.
According to Denver and
Eagle assayers, whose results check,
ore
324 ounces of silver to
runs
the
the ton, giving it a ton value of

Misunderstood.
She was a plump widow, with two
charming daughters. She had been
a "relic" just a year, and was beginning to wear her "weeds" lightly.
All the same, when the new curate
called upon her she sighed:
"Ah! I feel the loss of my poor,
dear husband very much. X never
have any appetite for anything now."
The curate was all sympathy and,
In the endeavor to cheer her by pointing out what a comfort to her her
daughters must be, replied:
"I can quite understand that, but
you are solaced In "
interrupted the Indignant
lady. "Allow me to Inform you that
I am not laced at all."

Constant Menace to Public Health.
The National Association for the
Study and Prevention of Tuberculosis
estimates that there are over a million
consumptives in the United States, of
whom probably at least one-thir-d
are
unable to provide for themselves
treatment at home. Most
of these cases are a menace to the
health of their families and associates,,
and should be In tfpeclal hospitals. At
the present time, however, even If
every case were known, it would not
be possible to provide accommodatlona-fomore than one In eight or ten.
of these foci of Infection demands more and better hospital and
sanatorium provision.

.

,

'
Natural Instinct,
'
Regular Attendant.
"Poor Billy has had a case of puppy
"Is your father a regular attendant love."
at church?"
"Evidently that accounts for his fol"Yes, he goes once a year, whether lowing his Inamorata around like
he thinks he needs It or not."
dog."

Explanation.
Differs With Him.
"How was it that Jonesby could af"What do you think about that
ford to buy a yacht?"
man's claim that he has invented day"Maybe bis wife got it In one of light?"
these bargain Bails."
"I think it's moonshine."

The Best

Beverage
under the

Sun'

Drink

$236.40.
A Colorado Springs

dispatch says:
The Uth Copper Company, for the
quarter ending in June, made in net
profits $2,218,753.04, as compared with
$1,535,362.53 for the previous quarter.
During the period dividends of $1,186,627.60
were paid, and the re
mainder of the net profits, $1,032,125.
54, is the net surplus for the quarter.
The gross productions of copper for
the quarter was 31,785,448 pounds, as
compared with 23,334,467 pounds for
Dressed Poultry.
Turkeys, fancy, D. P
20 (522
HARRY K, THAW ESCAPES the previous quarter.
16
Turkeys, old toms
IE
The greatest mineral find made dur- Turkeys, choice
17
15
ign the last twenty years in the La16
Hens, large
15
Eludes Matteawan Guard, Leaps Into martine district at Idaho Springs Is
Hens, small
10
U
credited to the Ben Harrison mine,
Waiting Auto, Whirls Over the
19
17
Broilers, lb
t owned
and operated by J. D. Arm;..16 4? 18
State Line and Vanishes.
Ducks
strong and William Williams of DenGeese
13
8
9
Roosters
In extending
a crosscut south
ver.
Matteawan, N. Y. Harry K. Thaw,
from the Lamartine tunnel a body of
the slayer of Stanford White, escaped ore
Live Poultry.
twelve feet wide has been enfrom the hospital for the criminal inHens, large
13
12
two feet of which will
9
sane here Sunday morning. A dart countered,
Hens, small
bring
a mill settlement of close to
16
15
Broilers
for liberty through an open gate, a
gold and silver. On both
a
ton
$400
in
Springs
14
dash into the open door of a powerful
T 6
footwall and hanging wall a solid
7
Roosters
automobile that stood quivering out- the
body
ore is showing, while the bal
12
10
Ducks
side and a flight like a rocket for the ance of
17
Turkeys, 8 lbs. or over ...16
of the vein matter is heavily
Connecticut state line, thirty miles
9
Geese
10
will make an ideal
away, accomplished bis escape. Sun- mineralized and
concentrating product.
day
night
Btlll
was
át
he
and
largé
Eggs.
Eggs, graded No. 1 net F.
the hospital authorities felt certain he
Wyoming.
O. B. Denver
' 1T was outside the state. Once beyond
An "acre-foot- "
of water is equiva
Eggs, graded No. 2 net F.
its boundaries Thaw is free. Only
O. B. Denver
.09
long, perhaps years, of litigation, can lent to 43,560 cubic feet and is the
Eggs, case count
,3.00o.0( bring him back, and then only in one quantity required to cover an acre to
depth of one foot. The term is
event that he be adjudged insane in the
Butter.
commonly used In connection
with
to
which
has
fled.
he
state
the
Elgin
26 H
storage for irrigation.
Five confederates manned the car
Creameries, jpx. Colo., lb. .
29
The Union Pacific Coal Company
Creameries, ex. East, lb. .
in which Thaw escaped and a big
29
Creameries, 2d grade, lb...
26
black limousine which trailed it past will reopene its No. 1 mine at Rock
ti-original
coal mine in
23
26
Process
the asylum gate. The police have Springs,
..
Tacking stock
Two years ago the mine
22 í their licenses 'and the names under Wyoming.
forty-thre- e
years
was
down
shut
after
which they registered at a local hoFruit
of operation, because the expense ot
are seeking them.
and
tel
Apples. Colo., box
1.501.7E
A reward of 500 for Thaw's appre- bringing coal more than two miles to
Bananas
.2.0.0j4.0(
proBlackberries, Colo., crate. . .2.753.2 hension has been offered by Dr. RrF. the surface had become almost
Currants, Colo., crate
2.252.5( C. Keib, superintendent of the asylum. hibitive.
Cantaloupes, Colo., crate ..2.603.0(
Cherries, Colo
1.602.0( 8howers Come Kansas Drought Ends.
New Mexico.
Peaches, Colo., box
C61.2E
ac
Kansas City, Mo. Heavjf showers
"There has been considerable
1.60-1.7Plums, Colo.
Raspberries, Colo., crate . . .2.252.5( Sunday over the eastern half of Kan- tivity throughout the new oil field
sas added to the relief that came with near the three New Mexican towns cl
Vegetables.
the rains Saturday, and It Is believed Artesia, Dayton and Lakewood. The
Cabbage, Colo., cwt
1.75 2.0C the drought effectually
is broken. fact is, everyone knowing the busiCucumbers. H. H., doz
40
6t The rains came too late to be of much ness of oil believes there is a big oil
:
Potatoes, new
1.652.0( benefit to the corn that has been field there.
Tomatoes, Colo., H. H
.1(
withered with two months of dryness
W. H. Andrews
has arrived at
and hot winds, except for fodder, but Carlsbad and will let a contract for
MISCELLANEOUS MARKETS.
forage and alfalfa crops will be great- the drilling of a number of wells on
ly helped. The rains also will refill the property leased by the company
Butter and Eggs.
Chicago. Butter Creamery, 23Í4
the ponds with water for stock.
he represents. The Carlsbad Oil and
27c.
Gas Company hold a lease on 2,560
Eggs At mark, cases included, 1(
Tammany Against Mayor Gaynor.
acres, thought to cover the real oil
19c;. ordinary
firsts, 18H19Í4c;
New York. Tammany has definite- belt of New Mexico.
firsts, 21c.
The Chino Copper Company of Sil
Potatoes Jerseys, 90$1.00; Minne ly decided not to renew Mayor Gaynor and not to indorse his candidacy, ver City, has nineteen broad gauge
sotas, 35 58c.
Poultry Fowls, 14c; springs, 18c if he Is nominated by any indepen- locomotives in operation, and forty-fiv- e
turkeys, 19c.
cars with a capacdent organization of citizens. This
conclusion was reached at the meet- ity of twelve tons each and fifty-tw- o
Chicago Grain and Provision Prices ing of the executive committee at of six tons each, supplemented with
Chicago. Cash No. 2 reí 87H3? which Charles F. Murphy presided.
s
each ot. fifty tons
100
88c; No. 3 red, 8788c; No. 2 hard
capacity, are in constant operation,
87&S9c; No. 3 hard, 863487c; Papers Attack U. S. Envoy Hale. day and night, removing waste and
No. 1 Northern. 9H492c; No. i
tons of oro
Mexico City. Vicious attacks on Dr. rushing six thousand
Northern, 909H4c; No. 3 Northern
aily to the mill at Hurley. The six-e-n
for
8890c; No. 2 spring, 9091c; No William Bayard Hale, who Is hereWilmiles of roacf operated by the
3 spring. S7ii 89c; No. 4 spring: 831 the purpose of advising President
' Ino Company is taxed to Its fullest
87c; velvet chaff, 87$ 91c; durum, it son of affairs in Mexico are contained
fcity.
90c.
in nearly all the Mexican newspapers.
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A welcome addition to any party
any time any place.
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Pickles'

Nature's finest, put up like the
kind and all your trouble tared. This extra)
, quality is true of all Libby's Pickles and Condiment
"
and there a real economy in their use.

Spanish Olives
Every one from Seville, long famed as the
home of the world's best olives. Only the pick
timmmi - Ik. ron U offered ta veal andar the Libbr Ueflllilll
jnT"ll label. Either the Queen or Manzanilla variety jijwWpu
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Honest labor Is the grave digger for
also minimizes the amount of possible
most worries.
damage.
When the benefits conferred by the
Hope 1 an excellent tonlo, but It
meadowlark are balanced with the
Injuries,
there remains no doubt that make a poor diet.
Belongs to Same Family as
FEMININITY HAS DISCARDED ALL
Its
the bird deserves protection.
OTHER MATERIALS.
Blackbird and Oriole.
Hra.Winslow'1 Soothlnf Syrup for Children
value as a destroyer of injurious In
the gums, reduces Innamma-uon,allasects far exceeds Its detriment as a teething, aoftena
paln.c'uree wind collcSSc a bottlcAft
destroyer of sprouting grain.
The
Sens of Luxury and Comfort That la
Good Evidence.
Amount of Damage Done by This Bird value of one of these birds living to
one dead is as five pounds of Insects
Imparted Will Never Lightly Be
"Are the Jorklns In good ordor in
Varies With Depth of Planting,
one-hapound
and
of
Is
weed
seeds
Given Up If It Can Be
ProxCondition of Soil and
to one and three-fourth- s
pounds of
"About as good as most of. those
Afforded.
imity to Pastures.
grain, a considerable part of which Is gasoline spenders."
up
wild
made
of
and
waste
oats
In
Never was there an Innovation
(By H. C. BRYANT.)
8o Like the Summer Girl.
feminine dress that caused such a re'
The meadowlark is not a true lark, grain.
A strong point favoring their pro"What kind of an engagement ring'
versal of an old and established standbelongs
to the same family to
but
ard as this modern vogue of silken un
which the blackbird and oriole be tection is to be found in the fact that ivould you prefer, darling?"
"Well, they generally
give me I
der raiment. Woman has taken up
long. Since the meadowlark of the the damage to sprouting grain fields
once
ac
the fad with enthusiasm, and,
eastern states differs from that found can be largely prevented by planting aiean oh, I am so confused yours Is
deeply
grain
drilling
and
of
l
instead
luch
customed to the luxury and comfort of
perfect
taste,
i
Harry,
that I leave
in the western Btates in both song
broadcasting,
two measures highly it all to you."
silken garments next the skin, almost
and coloration, the bird of the west
advocated as favoring larger crops.
any woman will economize to the last
Is termed the western meadowlark.
penny in other wearables rather than
Way of It.
This Is a common bird from Wisconrelinquish her silk lingerie.
IS USEFUL
"Our landlady's menu so often
sin, Illinois, Iowa, Texas, etc., west to SPRAY MACHINE
Crepe de chine is the favored matersnubs
us."
the Pacific coast, also ranging north
ial and pure white the favored color,
"What do you mean by that?"
Into Canada and south into Mexico. Power Pumped Through Nozzle as
though faint pink and palest
blue
"It is continually giving us the cold
Cart Moves Over Field Used
The meadowlark Is well known be
erepe de chine garments of this type
for Sowing Grass Seed.
boulder."
Baltimore American.
cause of its size, bright plumage and
go
women
in
by
colwho
for
worn
are
cheerful song. It is a conspicuous
or scheme fads in lingerie. Some of
Two Missouri men have patented a
bird of treeless areas and a frequenter
The Circle.
the underwear is very plain, with no
"Why do you play so much bridge?
of the meadow and pasture.
In Cali- useful farm machine In the spraying
further garnishment than a picot edge
It
"Because It's great training for the
fornia it Is found from sea level to apparatus shown In the Illustration.
of lace; other models are elaborately
Idea mind."
altitudes of 7,000 feet in the moun- is merely the
and
trimmed with lace insertions
tains. It is most abundant in the put to other uses. A light cart has a
"What does It train the mind to do?"
bandings, even little silk and chiffon
great central valleys where, in somé tiir.k mounted in the front and con- "To play more bridge." New York
1
rosea finding place in the trimming.
places, the birds ma? be seen conPress.
One very fetching robe du nuit in
gregated In flocks of fifty or more,
mind at the moment is of crepe de
feeding almost entirely on the ground,
Good Wishes from Home.
chine with a deep yoke and sleeves of
This meadowlark appears to be one
When Mr. Brown was away from
shadow lace luid over flesh tinted
of the few birds which is- profiting by
home on an extended business trip,
mull, and the yoke Is joined to the
the Increased cultivation of land. Al
he got a long letter from his wife. It
crepe de chine gown under a strip of
faifa furnishes particularly good food
ended thus:
lace Insertion, on which is sewed a
and cover for the bird and grain fields
'Baby ie well and lots brighter than
festoon of tiny pink rosebuds.
are often chosen for a home. With
she used to be. Hoping you are the
In contrast to this coquettish Bleepthe furnishing of still more good food
same,
I remain,
ing robe is a nun-lik- e
little nightgown
and cover, combined with" the destruc"Your loving wife."
of white crepe de chine, rounded out
tion of some of its enemies, the west
girlishly at the throat and trimmed
ern meadowlark ma be expected to
Aweary.
with a narrow picot edge of real Irish
still further Increase in numbers.
"Sue," observed the old man, "I
Model of blue velvet trimmed with
lace. The short sleeves are also edged
appear to be preferred. In the
Oats
you
trust
will ere long be able to
with the lhie of Irish picot and the maline and lace. Effective tunic of fields inspected, damage was greatest
choose a life partner from among the
neck is drawn up on a white ribbon. narrow Valencienne lace.
In sandy soil, for here the grain Is
numerous young men who call upón
But the cut of this simple little nightmore easily obtained.
Next to the
you."
gown is especially graceful, for the LACES OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS condition of
Spraying Machine.
soil, the factor gov
the
"Why, papa," exclaimed Sue, "what's
garment clings, without any effect of
erning the extent of damage appears tiected with a cross
your
hurry?"
pipe with a series
tightness, to the ankles and feet.
Color Has Wisely Been Left Largely to be the proximity of the natural
"Simply this I'm tired of keeping
of
nozzleB depending from It in the
Another variety of silken sleeping
to the Taste of the Inhabitat
of
the
bordering
bird.
Fields
on
my
heavy
shoes on till midnight."
back.
powder
The
(he
conthat
tank
wear la the feminine night shirt, an ln- dividual.
marsh grass lands and pastures Buffer tains is forced through
the nozzle
most. In some instances the meadow
What One Sparrow Did.
sufficient pressure to spray it in
A compromise can be made with a lark have followed the drill row for
What Is perhaps the most remarkdirections.
The machine is de
narrow ruching placed above a flat distances of four to six feet and ap all
signed
able
primarily for the purpose ol
accident that ever occurred was
turn-ove- r
collar and the effect Is good, parently pulled every sprout. Barley spraying
Insectide over growing plants reported last month from Germany,
but It Is the wide double ruching that and wheat are attacked to a less ex
and is a big improvement on the band according to Leslie's Magazine. A
frequent ugliness lies. Fortunately,
tent than oats. Field corn and sor- method of doing this work, being
not large touring car was traveling at fair
it Is quite as fashionable to wear a ghum are not damaged.
only much more thorough, but much speed along a boulevard lined with
loose lace frill that half rolls away
Meadowlarks can Bucceed in pulling more speedy, as it sprays seven
oi trees. Large flocks of sparrows were
from the neck and is caught above the the sprouting grain only when it first
eight rowB at once. Such a machine In the trees and several boys were
bust with a flicker of ribbon.
appears above the ground. After the might also be used to sow
certain taking chances of being arrested by
There is an admirable way of open second and third biades appear the kinds
of seed, like grass seed, that did the police by shooting at the birds
ing the blouse In front, running it to plant is well rooted and' the kernel not
with sling shots. One pebble, particu- - '
bave to be dropped in rows.
a deep point, outlining it with two
larly well aimed, struck a sparrow on
Inches of lace that falls backward over
the upper wing and sent him gliding
Tillage Is Manure.
a ribbon of black taffeta or colored
through
the air directly toward the
old
The
tillage
maxim
Is
that
ma
velvet; and in the open space left
nure has been Bhown to be true at driver of the car; the bird struck him
there is a flat band of lace crossed well
Cornell university farm, where
ex full In the face, and In the next Inup toward the neck and drawn softly
periments were made in that direc stant things began to happen. The
down under the blouse. This is a
tion. Some plots of potatoes were driver clutched at his eyes, the car
good scheme for any woman whose
cultivated as many as eieht times. lurched Into the ditch, knocking down
chest is thin and who does not wish
in every case the greater the a telegraph pole, vaulted to a plowed
ind
to go In the street with much of her
number of times the plants were cul- field on the other side of the ditch
neck exposed.
tivated the larger the ylelde com- and went full force Into a huge hayIt is a good Idea to rernámber that
pared with plots on which fewer cul stack. Despite this wild swerve no
a flat collar at the back of the neck
were given.
one was even scratched except the
tivations
Is often better than a high one unless
Holes Bored by Meadowlarks In ObThe level culture was better than driver, whose eyesight was damaged
It Is fight-flttinOne can adopt many
taining Kernel of Sprouting .Grain.
hilling.
Two lots, cultivated eight by the claws of the sparrow.
The
different kinds of frills and ribbons
times, left perfectly level through whole Incident had taken far less time
and laces at the neck If they will only no longer essential to the life of the the season, produced at the
rate of than needed to relate it.
remember to keep the back and the plant. Only the grain which Is within 384 bushels and 357
per
bushels
exact shoulder line flattened
by a one and one-hal- f
inches of the surface acre, and three lots cultivated five
AN OLD NUR8E
turnover collar of thin white fabric.
is obtainable. Hence the difficulty of times, produced 349
bushels,
325 Persuaded Doctor to Drink Pos turn.
obtaining the kernel and the ter- bushels and 288 bushels, the
laet lot
mination of the time during which being hilled at the final cultivation.
EASY TO GIVE 'INDIVIDUALITY'
An old faithful nurse and an experthe kernel is essential to the life of
ienced doctor, are a pretty strong comEmpire Gown of Fine Linen.
Child's Frock of Checkered Gingham the' plant soon makes destruction ImFruit and Vegetable.
In favor of Postum, instead
bination
possible.
Hard, dry soil preclude
Will Make Up to Please Both
Fruits and vegetables not only In of tea and coffee.
(
novation of this season, and just now
Damage
attack.
greatest
is
after the crease the healthfulness and attrac
Mother and Daughter.
The doctor said:
more the fad than feminine pajamas,
soil has been softened bj rain. In- tiveness of the daily bill of fare, but
"I began to drink Postum five year
which have become too ordinary and
vestigation
shows
apparfields
that
an
Such
original
save
great
expense,
a
they
of
deal
of
ago on the advice of an old nurse.
little frock
universally accepted now to have an
gingham as appears today ently greatly damaged while the grain and are far better than the canned
"During an unusually busy winter,
attraction for women seeking sensa- checked
was sprouting have shown but little goods from the store. The
appeal
will
forci
farmer
between coffee, tea and overwork, I
tional effects. The feminine nlgbt shirt
damage
at
harvest time. In some who sets a good table, well supplied became a victim of Insomnia. In a
bly to the mother
Is patterned exactly after the mascuwho covets the cases a certain amount of thinning with fruits and vegetables, is mak month after beginning Postum, la
line one, slit at the side seams, narrow
may be beneficial so that unless the ing a high bid to attract
1 n
"individual"
and keep place of tea and coffee, I could eat
collar, long sleeve and all. TheBe garIs great the birds may per-orr- a good jarni help.
her children's damagea real
anything and sleep as soundly as a
ments are made of China silk, with
service.
The fact that
frocks.
The
little
baby.narrow trimmings of futurlBt ribbon
oats Is most seriously damaged and
Busy
cut
Bees.
waist
short
is
"In three months I bad gained twenimitating the braid trimming on s
that,
with
the
exception
of
barley
and
Now watch the bees work on the ty pounds In weight. I now use Posplain and finished
man's cambric night shirt. Pajamas
wheat,
other
grains
are
golden
not
attacked
rod
and
on
clover.
bottom,
sweet
the
tum altogether Instead of tea and cot-feare of crepe de chine and brocaded
edged with
even at bedtime with a soda
China ailk, the brocaded stuff forming
squares
piped
CARE FOR STACKED
the little coat and trousers of crepe
ALFALFA water out of the hay, eays Professor cracker or some other tasty biscuit.
with
Each
white.
"Having
having
a little tendency to Diabede chine
cuffs of the brocaded
Leidligh, it is dry enough to stack.
alternate one of Best Way to
fabric.
The best way to cure hay is to rake it tes, I used a small quantity of saccharHay
Cure
Is
to
It
Rake
these
trimmed
is
A dainty little imported
into small winrows and let It dry out ine instead of sugar, to sweeten with.
petticoat
Into 8mall Winrows and Let the
with white butla made of white crepe de chine. From
slowly. If the ground is damp, or if I may add that today tea or coffee are
Crop Dry Out Slowly.
tons.
The
short
the knee to the hem the petticoat is
the air Is very moist, the winrows never present In our house and very
set-isleeve Is
trimmed
with alternate bands of
Sometimes weather conditions make must be turned frequenty to expose many patients, on my advice, bave
similarly finished
adopted Postum as their regular bevcrepe
all
the hay to the sun.
shirred
de chine and same width
and trimmed. The it almost Impossible to put alfalfa bay
Hay often heats in the stack be- erage.
bands of shadow lace. .The bottom of
in the suck in good condition, and
frock
buttons
to
"In conclusion I can assure anyone
the skirt Is finished by a narrow plait
cause Is rained on. Or because it abthe left of the nesting and burning results. A. H. sorbs it
ed frill of net.
moisture from the ground. Not that, as a refreshing, nourishing and
front
with smaM Leidligh, assistant professor of crops less
beverage, there 1
Women who are traveling about or crochet buttons. The straight narrow at the Kansas Agricultural college,
than $5 to $10 worth of hay is
spoiled on the top and bottom of a nothing equal to Poslum."
making a series of visits, appreciate skirt joins the waist with
only t says a comparison will show why the
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
stack of alfalfa, put up in the
this silken underwear, especially be- Blight fullness.
water does not readily cure out of the
stems, if a tree Is cut down on a usual way. This loss may be avoided Creek, Mich. Write for booklet, "The
cause it may be laundered so quickly.
It Is even possible to wear the silken
cool, cloudy day, eald Professor Leid- by stacking on a foundation of poles, Road to Wellvllle."
Summer Shelter.
Postum comes In two forms.
garments, washed and rinsed, but
One of the best contrivances for a ligh, the leaves remain green and or under sheds. The money saved on
Regular (must be boiled).
at a pinch.
shelter Is the garden umbrella, for It fresh for some time. They take water a few stacks will pay for the shed.
Opinions differ on just how much
instant Postum doesn't reqalre boll- The glove silk underwear, or Italian may be under circumstances that from the trunk and pass it off Into
as it la sometimes called, needs no would not justify the erection of a the atmosphere.
If the weather la the feeding value of alfalfa Is af- Ing but la prepared Instantly by stirSome argue that ring a level teaspoonful in an ordinary
ironing at all and clings to the figure permanent summer house or arbor. reasonably cool for a few days, the fected by heating.
beneath narrow frocks. Chemises of These umbrellas are to be bad In a water will all be taken out of the while it lowers the feeding value. It cup of hot water, which makes It right
improves
the taste. Cattle usually for most persons.
glove ailk come In white or colors, and variety of forms, a very satisfactory tree.
Now, if the tree Is cut down on a eat brown and black alfalfa with
A big cup requires more and some
are. the coolest, most luxurious little kind having a small iron table hold
more
hot,
relish
sultry
than they do the bright people who like strong things put in a
day
ever
the leaves will dry
donned beneath a corset. ing a socket Into which the umbrella
affairs
These garments look best when rather shaft fits. It is nice to use anywhere up and fall off. The water Is still in green hay.
heaping spoonful and temper It with a
the trunk of the tree, and there la no
imply trimmed with a very little fine that shade Is scanty.
large supply of cream.
way for it to get out quickly. It is the j
lace, and, perhaps, a beading
run
Experiment
Secret of Pruning.
until you know the
same
with
j
through the ribbon.
alfalfa.
Failure is the result of wnltiiiv fur
The secret of pruning is never to amount that pleases your palate and
vtnen
j
it
impossible
is
MARY DEAN.
to wring allow a useless limb to grow.
other people to do things first."
have it served that way In the future.
There t a Reason" for Postum.
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PEST?

ESTANCIA

In order to hurry up reduction
of stock in the Estancia store, the
Published" mi Thursday
receiver for the Hughes MercanJ. A. CONSTANT,"!
Owners.
ANNIE PORTER.
tile Company has ordered an adPublisher ditional cut in prices. There is
I. A. GONSTANT.Editorand
Entered aa second elass matter January H, still a good assortment.
Better
1107, la the pot to Sloe at Batanóla, N. M., nnder
hurry.
adv.
the Aet of Couareosof March 8. 1907.
F. R. Holloway started last
Rubseription $i,60 per year in advance
Saturday for St. Louis, to buy
goods for his store.
OF LOCAUNTEREST Mrs.
Frank Chaves and children went to Albuquerque last
Ortiz' store is headquarters for Friday, to attend the funeral of
fruit always the greatest vane Mrs. Myer.
adv
ty and best quality.
Further reduction in prices at C. L. Riley is entitled to a long
Hughes Mercantile Co. Store in mark for demonstrating the orchard proposition on valley lands.
adv.
Estancia.
James started the latter
A.
. Rice Pettus departed last Fri- part J.
week for Roswell, by
of
last
Vegas
he
where
will
day for Las
bicycle. Undoubtedly he got the
be employed.
perspiration started.
Mrs. Gutterman came down
By calling and pricing stuff you
from Santa Fe Wednesday eveverify the fact that there
can
ning to visit her sister A. E.
has
been
a big additional reducFlesher.
tion in prices at the Hughes MerWanted, cattle to pasture. cantile Co. store in Estancia.
Good grass and lots of water.
adv.
adv
P. 0. Box 15, Moriarty.
Wybert Brown came in SaturNeal Jenson and wife and baby day from Durango, Colorado, to
departed on schedule time last recuperate.
He is just recoverFriday for a visit in Iowa.
ing from a serious illness which
List your property with the put him in the hospital.
Estancia Realty Co. We have
We now have some of those
cash buyers if your price is advertising envelopes with blank
advt. return card, which will be sold in
right
W. C. Horr, fireman on the N. quantities as desired at the rate
M. C, who has been up on the of 30c per hundred.
Pecos fishing and otherwise
Theo. Barnhart has bought the
amusing himself, returned Tues- Ortiz quarter section southeast
day and resumed his duties on of town adjoining the salt lake
the road.
hills, designing to make it the
Mrs. D. Booth and daughter Lil- headquarters for a cattle ranch.
lian, of Albuquerque, and Mrs. There is a spring on the place.
A. C. Fleming and daughter,
The person who likes to figure
Miss Pearle, of Meade, Kansas, things out can get some interestare visiting at the home of Dr. ing, not to say surprising results
and Mrs. C. J. Amble at Man- in analyzing and comparing the
zano.
figures in the assessment abstract
The best opportunity you are published in this issue.
likely to have for years to save
Don't delay your purchases.
money is now open to you at the Save money by taking advantage
Hughes Mercantile Co. store in of the big double reduction in
Double reduction on prices at the Estancia store of
Estancia.
adv,
everything.
the Hughes Mercantile Co. adv.
Dan Kellogg, a boy about sevRaymond Sanchez, the Chilili
enteen years of age, was acci- merchant, accompanied by Mrs.
dentally shot in the hand by a 22 Sanchez and the children was
rifle which he was carrying a here Tuesday. Mr. Sanchez re
few days ago. The ball entered ports that crops are good in the
the palm of the hand and came Chilili vicinity. They had copout through the thumb joint, ious rains for several days premaking a perfectly clean perfor- vious to Tuesday, and the ground
ation. At last report he was was so wet that wheat harvest
had to be suspended.
getting along all right

Estancia

News-Heral- d

ANOTHER CUT
In order to hasten the disposal of the
Hughes Mercantile Company stock at

Es-

tancia, the receiver has ordered an additional reduction on all goods.

The sales during the past week were

but a big assortment is left.
Come and look the stock over and take
advantage of the additional reduction.
large,

IN

PRICES

NEWS-HEEAL-

Additional slash on prices.
Hughes Mercantile Co. .Estancia.
adv.
For sale or trade, full blooded
jersey bull.-- E. IT.
Smith.
adv
Forrest Mason came in from
Gallup Wednesday for a visit with
his parents, Dr. and Mrs. Mason.
It's a mistake if you fail to see
Hughes Mercantile Co. Don't
delay.
adv.
Word has reached here that
Joe Pope, son of Rev. and Mrs.
Pope, was injured while working
ata mine in Hayden, Arizona,
but we have no particulars.
S M. King departed last Fri
day for Roswell, to look after
business matters and visit his
children. A son who lives elsewhere is visiting there at this
time.
Mr. Kesinger has bought the
two Shields quarter sections and
the Rutherford and Self places
northeast of town, making him
640 acres of very fine land.
According to information ob
tained in a very pretty wedding
write-uin the Albuquerque
Journal, J. C. Peterson and the
new Mrs. Peterson will make
their home in Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Travis came
over from Albuaueraue Monday
and are guests at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Kelley.
Attorney General Clancy and
District Attorney Hamilton have
filed their brief in the appeal on
the N. M. C. tax reduction case
in the supreme court, and it is
the hope that the court will soon
take the case up, in order that
the matter may be settled one
way or the other.
Persons who wish to make 'application to prove up before Neal
Jenson during the latter's absence, may have their applications made out at this office and
the same will be forwarded to
the land office.
C. L. Riley went to Silver City
Thursday of last week, looking
for exercise. A few days later
his son Reagan Riley accompanied J. H. Buckelew to the same
Mr. Buckelew took a
place.
bunch of horses, thinking to find
better winter pasture for them
than he could find here.
p

The story which has been run
ning in our columns is ended this
week. The Western Newspaper
Union, which has been printing
the pages in whice this story ap
pears, has made an effort this
week to correct some mistakes
which have occurred in the make
up of the story. A new story
will begin next week.
The Estancia W. C. T. U. was
reorganized Wednesday with of
ficers as follows: President, Mrs.
A. A. Hine; vice president, Mrs.
J. P. Porter; treasurer, Mrs. W.
C. Grant: local and recording
secretary. Mrs. S. M. King. The
next meeting will be held at 2:30
in the afternoon, Tuesday, Sept.
2nd, in the Baptist church. Everyone cordially invited.
M. A. Kiser's two boys had an
accident last week which result
ed quite painfully for both of
them. They were preparing to
solder something about a harness
and poured some stuff out of a
can which also contained some
orunrjowder.
A match touched
to the powder produced the reThe elder boy got the
sults.
worst of it, one entire side of his
face and one arm being severely
burned. The other boy got off
with a lighter dose, but it was
sufficient to cause him to remember it.

If your price is right, the Estancia Realty Co. has the buyer
for your property. List with
advt
them and get results.
Born to Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Pollard, August 21st, an
son.

Joab Romero, the twelve-year- old son of Mr. and Mrs. Cleofes
Romero, sustained a broken arm
last Saturday when his pony fell
and rolled on him. It is a won
der the boy did not sustain great
er injuries.
The Van Stone family departed
Tuesday for Santa Fe, where
they will make their home while
Mr. Van Stone is deciding as to
his future plans. The Van Stones
will be greatly missed from the
social life of the town, in which
they occupied a large place, and
many friends will regret their
departure while wishing for
them the best that life can give,
wherever their lot may be cast.
The government requests us to
announce that there will be an
examination in Estancia on
September 27th, as a result of
which it is expected to make a
certification to fill a contemplated vacancy in the office of post
master at Lucia. For the last
fiscal year the compensation of
the postmaster at that office was
$232.00. Earl Moulton was or is
the postmaster, and we believe
that since his removal to Corona
E. A. Mattingly, assistant, has
been conducting the office.
Estancia came "awful" near
crettintr cautrht in a rain Tues
day but we managed to slip out
There was a
between two.
heavy rain east and northeast a
few miles, and the heaviest rain
for the past two years fell be
tween here and the Manzano
mountains, reaching within about
three miles of town. During the
past week there have been daily
showers in various parts of the
valley, and we judge that by far
the larcrest Dart of the valley has
received sufficient rain to make
Estancia and two
good grasB.
or three miles round about is one
of the dry spots.
Mrs. Virginia Chavez Myer,
whose illness was mentioned last
week, died at her home in Albu
aueraue last Friday. Her moth
er Mrs. J. M. Chavez, who was
in Califordia spending the summer, arrived at the bedside two
Mrs.
hours before death came.
Myer was a member of one of
the most prominent families of
the state. She leaves besides
her husband, two children aged
respectively seventeen months
and five years; also her mother,
two brothers and two sisters, one
of the brothers being Frank A.
Chavez of this place, and Mrs.
Tony Stanton of Willard is a sis-

A three year old child brought
down from Chilili to the home of
Mr. Gonzales in Alta Vista, died
last night. The child had been
sick but a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Carter
who had been visiting with Mrs.
Rhoda Evans and family, returned Tuesday to their home in
Sweetwater, Texas.
Miss Marie Romero and her
little sister Emma are visiting in
They
Santa Fe and Las Vegas.
will return next week.'
Mrs. Robt. Wolverton and
baby returned to their home in
Santa Fe Monday after a short
visit with friends here.
There is to be a game of ball
Sunday between the Willard and
Estancia clubs, on the Estancia
diamond. Tnis will be a battle
royal and you shouldn't miss it.
- A concert will be given under
the auspices of the Ladies Aid
Society of the Methodist church.
Twenty-fiv- e
cents admission will
be charged and ice cream and
cake will be served free in the
lecture room after the concert.
Proceeds will be used to finish
paying for church seats.
Notice of Sale by Special Master
In the District Court of the Third Ju
dicial District of the State of New
Mexico, and for the County of Torrance.

Estancia Savings Bank, Plaintiff,
-

vs.

Fred Pauley, Defendant.
No.291. Civil.
By virtue of a judgment of the above
named Court, signed on June 4th, 1913,
in the said action, which is for the fore
closure of a mortgage deed, I, the undersigned, who was appointed special
master in and by said judgment, will,
on the 16th day of September, 1913, at
the hour of 1 o'clock P. M., sell at pub
lic vendue to the highest bidder for
cash, at the east door of the Court
House in Estancia in said County, the
following described mortgaged real estate situated in Torrance County, New
The North half of the
Mexico,
Northeast quarter of Section 22, Town
ship 6 north, of Range 8 east of the N.
M. P. M., containing 80 acres.
The amount of said judgment is
$216.09, together with interest thereon
at the rate of 12 per cent, per annum
until paid, and for costs. The amount
of said judgment with interest to date
of sale is 1246.94.
NEAL JENSON, Special Master.
Fred H. Ayers, whose P. O. address
is Estancia, N. M., Attorney for Plaintiff.

ter.
C. L. Riley's young orchard
shows that the Estancia Valley
He thinks
is an apple country
he will have about twenty bush
els of apples this year from his
little orchard, planted a few
vears azo and which bore for the J$v
first time last year. Mrs. Riley
hrousrht some apples to this of
1
fice this week that are perfect
Just Thtnh of it?
specimens in every way. They
Th Frfb Sewing Machine is in- - !'
had ftDDlea and cherries last year.
eured for fire yeara against accident
breakage, wear, fire, tornado, light
and a much larger yield of both
ning and water. Thia thorn our
this year. Part of the trees are
faith in
canthey
above the well where
tób FREE
not be irrigated, and strange to
jj
never
have
that
say, the trees
been irrigated are just as thrifty
t mttau tail if roo braak too who! bscUbo
attj
and are bearing just aa heavily
or ftnr port (soodio. twit, or ottscnmOQI.
will bo irphwod
roe wiooui chuca,
k
irrigated.
as those that were
We'll bet that the man who Send for our beautiful booklet,
"In the days work."
leaves the valley now and getsg
back in 1323, Having neara nom-in- free Sewing Machine Company
about it in the meantime,
Rockford, Illinois,
will be some surprisea.

If

is the only

il

llnsuredf
'Sewing A
Sewing Machine

ESTANCIA

NEWS-HERAL-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Notice of Sheriff's Sale.
- Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
The Meyers Company, Plaintiff,
U.
M.
S.
Land
Office
N.
M,
Fe,
U.
S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
U.' S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
at Santa
Following is a list of the letters
vs.
July SI, 1913.
July 24, 1913.
July 24, 1913.
remaining unclaimed in the post-offic- e Jose M. Sisneros, Rumaldo Miraba),
Notice is hereby given that Walter F.
Notice is hereby given that Marshall
Notice is hereby given that Edward
Defendants.
at Estancia, N. M., for the
Elam, of Estancia, New Mexico, who, L. Turner, of Estancia, New Mexico, J. White, of Estancia, New Mexico,
Cause No. 148. Civil.
period ending July 31th, 1913.
who, on March 4th, 1909, made homeBy virtue of an alias execution is on November 17tb, 1910, made home- who, on April 5th, 1909, made homeModesto Garcia
for nw
sued out of the District Court of the stead entry No. 014497, for aeM ne'4, stead entry No. 09471, for ej sej and stead entry No. 09019,
nwüí Lots 4 and 5, Section 21, Township 6 Section 24. TownshiD ft north Panrra T
W. Alson
Third Judicial District, dated the 9th neif seM, Section 32, sw& nwM.
33, Township 7 north, north, Range 7 east, N. M. P. Meridian, east, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed nnt- Section
sw.J,
exe1913.
A.
Said
D.
day of August,
C. S. Kellogg.
Range 7 east, N, M. P. Meridian, has naa mea notice oi intention to make lceof intention to make five year
cution commanding me that of the
year
five
Proof,
to estahHah Proof, to establish claim tn th. i j
Dr. J. S. Movis.
goods and chattels, lands and tene filed notice of intention to make five claim to the land above described, be- above described, before Neal Jenson, U
S. Commissioner, at
If not called for within fifteen ments of Jose M. Sisneres and Rumal- year Proof, to establish claim toJen-so-the fore Neal Jcnson. U. S. Com mi
Estancia, New
at Estancia, New Mexico; on the 15th Mexico, on the 15th day of SeDtemhcr
days from this date, these let- do Miraba!, if to be found in my coun land above described, before Neal
uay ox oeptemDer laid.
1913.
S.
U.
Commissioner,
at
Estancia,
sum
of
be
made
the
ters will be sent to the Dead ty, that I cause to
Claimant names as witnesses:
Claimant names as witnesses:
New Mexico, on the 22nd day of Sep- $603.18 (six hundred eight and
Letter Office at Washington, D. dollars)
F. T. Meadows, Theo.Barnhart.
F. T. Meadows, V. W. Lane, R. A.
damages, and $30.65 (thirty and 1 tember. 1913.
calling
C. Persons
for these
Claimant names as witnesses:
Marble, Lewis Ficklin, all of Estancia, is Ficklin, Charles E. White, all
dollars) costs of suit, together
of
letters please say "advertised. ' ' with the sum of $8.75 (eight and 0 O. C. Loveless, Perry Barnett, W. B. New Mexico.
Í, Estancia,
New Mexico. .
FRANCISCO
T.
FRANCISCO
Garland,
E.
DELGADO,
July 31. 1913. J. P. Porter, P. M.
all
Boren,
of
Register.
DELGADO,
said
exe
Estancia,
dollars) accrued costs on
Register.
cution. Therefore, in pursuance to New Mexico.
NOTICE
FRANCISCO
FOR
DELGADO,
Register.
day
of
PUBLICATION
said execution I did on the 9th
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
How the Trouble Starts.
Department of the Interior,
Constipation is the cause of many August, A. D. 1913, levy on all the
Department of the Interior .
r. S. Land Office
at
Santa Fe, N. M.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
ailments and disorders that make life right, title and interest of Rumaldo
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
July 24, 1913.
miserable. Take Chamberlain's Tablets, Mirabal in and to the following deDepartment of the Interior
July 24, 1913.
Notice is hereby sriven that FiAnn.
keep your bowels regular and you will scribed property,
. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
Notice is hereby given that Nancy R. Brown,
originof
Lot No. 10 in Block No. 10, in
avoid these diseases.
For sale by all
Turner, of Estancia, New Mexico, who, NewMexico,Lucia, Torrance Omint.
July 31, 1913.
who, on Anril 19th. iflin
dealers.
adr al townaite of Willard, Torrance Counon March 24th, 1909, made homestead
given
Notice
is
hereby
Richard
that
made
ty, New Mexico; also the east one-ha- lf
entry No. 09296, for e nef and Lots for homestead application No. 013301,
F.
of
Clark,
New
Estancia,
Mexico,
Section 8,
swM Section 5, Township 6 north,"
of the southwest
who, on October 6th, 1910, made home I and 2, Section 28, Township 6 north, nange u
east, N. M. P. Meridian, h..
Chas. F. Easley
Chas. R. Easley Township 4 north, Range 9 east, N. M.
Range 7 east, N. M. P. Meridian, has
entry
No.
014286, for b
stead
neá,
P. Meridian, said property being situ
of intention to make
filed notice of intention to make filed notice
I
BW
EASLEY & EASLEY
"X
Se''on
"X
Be'
nve year proor, to establish claim to five year Proof, to eatahlish
ate in the County of Torrance, State
M. the land above deacrihpri.
a,
7
Townsmp
Attorneys at Law
7
nortn,
east,
riange
hpfnra
Moot to the land above
of New Mexico.
described, before
U. S. Commissioner, at Estan- Eugene A. Mattingly, TJ.
Now. therefore, I, Julius Meyer, M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in Jenson,
Practice in the Courts and Land Dept.
S. Commiscia, New Mexico, on the 15th day of
to
Proof,
five
make
tention
to
es
vear
Land Grants and Titles Examined.
sioner, at Lucia,
Sheriff of Torrance County, New Mex tablish claim to
Torrance County,
deland above
the
SANTA FE, N. M.
New Mexico, on the 17th day at
ico, will on tne Btn day or septemner, 8Crjbed. before
Neal Jenson. II S,
Claimant names as witnesses:
-1913.
A. D. 1913, at the hour of two o'clock Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mexi
F. T. Meadows, V. W. Lane, R,
Claimant names as witnesses:
in the afternoon of said day, at the co, on the 23rd day of September, 1913. Marble Lewis Ficklin,
DOCTORS
all of Estancia,
Claimant names as witnesses:
east door of the Court House in Estan
M. A. Maloney, Chas. Calkins, D.
New Mexico.
F.
E. F. and Dora WiedeRanders,
cia, New Mexico, offer for sale and sell
W. T. Plumlee, S. J. Hubbard, J, M
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register. Heal, J. A. Cobb, all of Lucia, New
. NEW MEX.
for cash, lawful money of the United Milbourn, R D. Vaughn, all of Estan
ESTANCIA
Mexico,
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register. '
Diseaiea of
Bargerr, Eye. Ear States, to the highest and best bidder, cia, New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Women and
Nose sod Throat all the above described property, or so FRANCISCO DELGADO,
Register.
unildren
masse titled
Department of the Interior,
much thereof as will be necessary to
Phone No. 9
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
satisfy the aforesaid damages and
NOTICE
FOR
PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
July 31, 1913.
costs, together with the costs that may
Department
of
the Interior,
B. Bwlng'
Notice is hereby given that William U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
accrue.
V.
S.
M.
Land
Office
at Santa Fe, N.
DENTIST
S. Buckner, of Estancia, New Mexico,
JULIUS MEYER,
July 24, 1913.
July 84. 1913.
Has located in Estancia, (office In the Sheriff of Torrance County, New Mex.
who, on October
18th, 1910, mac"
Notice is hereby given that Jacob A.
Notice is hereby given that John B homestead entry No. 0143.68, for nX Cobb, of Lucia,
Walker Buildincr.) He will iro to Wil
Torrance County, New
lard Sunday soon and return Monday
Gwaltney, of Estancia, New Mexico,
n$ nw)4, Section 25, Town Mexico, who, on February 8th, 1910,
Good Reason for His
mgbt.
who, on March 30th, 1909, and August ship 7 north, Range 7 east, N. M."
and October 21st, 1911, made homeEnthusiasm.
11th, 1910, made homestead
entries Meridian, has filed notice of intention stead application and additional horns-ste- ad
When a man has suffered lor sever Nos. 09388 and 013998, for e
W. DRAYTON WASSON
ne4', to make three year Proof, to esentry Nos. 012603 and 013297, for
al days with colic, diarrhoea or other Section 1, Township 6 north. Range
tablish claim to the land above describ sJi Section 1, Township 8 north.
Attorney at Law
form of bowel complaint and is then east, and ejf sejf Section
, Town
ed, before Neal Jenson, U. S. Commie Range 10 east, N. M. P. Meridian,
has
cured sound and well by one or two I sMd 7 north. Rancre 7 east. N. M.
sioner, at Estancia, New Mexico, on filed notice
Will practice in all courts of NewMexico
of intention
to make
doses of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera Meridian, has filed notice of intention the 23rd day of September, 1913.
three year proof, to establish claim to
ESTANCIA - NEW MEX.
and Diarrhoea Remedy, as Is often the 40 ak.e three year Proof , to establish
Claimant names as witnesses r
the land above described, before Eu
claim to the land above described, be- case, it is but natural that he should fore Neal JenBOD( u. S. Commissioner,
W. T. Perser, R. F. Clark, W. H, gene A. Mattingly, U. S. Commission-ub cmuuBiaoiu; ui um piaioc i me at estancia, new Mexico, on the 17th Ligon,
all of Estancia, New Mexico: er, at Lucia, New Mexico, on the 17th
remedy, and especially istnis tne caseiaay oi aeptemoer, 113.
Fred W. Kutchin, of Mcintosh, New day of September, 1913.
Abstracts, Real Estate, Insurance of a severe attack when life is threat-- 1 Claimant names as witnesses
Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Try it when m need oi sucn a
ened.
jjenona Young, J. M. Milbourn, R. FRANCISCO
DELGADO, Register.
Notary Public In Office
J. A. Robertson, Falcona Brown, Mo
bold by all p. c)ark( c. S. Riley, all of Estancia,
remedy. It never fails,
ses Smith, D. F. Heal, all of Lucia,
auvt. New Mexico.
dealers.
ESTBAieia IV. ffl.
New Mexico.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
Mourn fer the Bride.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
Department of the Interior
In Japan, land of Sowers, they hold
. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
funeral services at the borne of the
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
July 24, 1913
Department of the Interior
bride's parents the night she Is mar
Department of the Interior
FRED H. AYERS
young
ried. This Is to show that the
Notice is hereby given that John G
'. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M
. S. Land Office at Santa, Fe, N. M
mother.
to
lady la dead
her father and
Hewett, of Estancia, New Mexico,
Attorney and Counselor at Law
July 24, 1913.
July 24, 1913.
who, on August 17th, 1910, and May
Notice is hereby given that Hattie
Notice is hereby given that John S, 19th, 1913, made
Offloe honra 9:30 a m to 4 :80pm
homestead entries Lynch, widow of Elias Lynch, deceas
Moore, of Estancia, New Mexico, who, Nos. 014029 and 018976,
ESTANCIA,"
for e
NEW MEXICO
nwJi ed, of Haskell, Texas, who, on March
on May 26th, 1909, made homestead and
Lots 1 and 2, Section 30, Township 27th, 1906, made homestead entrv No.
entry No. 010211, for nw
Section 22,
north, Range 10 east, and ne.y 9096 07321, for swM seM Section 30.
Township 6 north, Range 7 east, N. M.
Section 25, Township 7 north, Ranee 9
nejsf,
Section
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten east, N.tM. h1. Meridian, has filed notice
nwi seM,
LULA ELLETT
to make five year proof, to of intention to make three year 31, Township 6 north, Range 8 east, N.
tion
U, S. Commissioner
establish claim to the land above de Proof, to establish claim to the land M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of in
Prompt and Careful Attentinn to all
described, before Neal Jenson, tention
to make five year Proof,
scribed, before Neal Jenson, U. S. above
work. Appeals drawn withU. S. Commissioner at Estancia, New
Commissioner, at Estancia, New Mex Mexico, on the 18th day of September, to establish claim to the land above deout extra charge
scribed, before R. R. English, County
ico, on the 17th day of September, 1913. 1913.
Willard,
New Mexico
Clerk of Haskell County, at Haskell,
Claimant names as witnesses:
names as witnesses:
Claimant
Texas, and the testimony of 'her witEvery last man and
F. T. Meadows, J. R. Marsh, Mar
R. E. Burrus, H. E. Ogilvie, George nesses will be
taken before Neal Jen
woman of the Flyingshall Turner, Ira L. Ludwick, all of W. Pope, Oscar W Bay, all of Estan
son, U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia,
-Heart
is
Estancia, New Mexico.
ranch
cia, New Mexico.
H. B. HAWKINS
New Mexico, on the 15th day of Sep
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
deeply interested in
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
tember, 1913.
County Surveyor
the result of the
Claimant names as witnesses;
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
coming foot-rac- e.
Van W. Lane, J. H. Buckelew, Os
Office at the Court House
Department of the Interior
Department of the Interior,
Before it is run
car Pollard, F. T. Meadows, all of EsNew Mexico.
Estancia,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N.
tancia, New Mexico.
there is all kinds
July 31, 1913,
July 31, 1913.
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
of fun and exciteNotice is hereby given that George
Notice is hereby given that Thomas
Read
ment.
about
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
A. Mullen, of Estancia, New Mexico,
Mullen, of Estancia, New Mexico,
Department of the Interior,
it in our new serial
who, on December 13th, 1909, made who. on December 13th, 1909, made
U.
S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
Attorncyat'Law
homestead entry No. 012278, for ne& homestead entry No. 012277, for e
Jsly 24, 1913.
Sec. 84, Township 6 north, range 7 east, seJi, and, Lots 3 and 4, Section 33,
Notice is hereby given that Theodore
ESTANCIA - - NEW MEX.
N. M. P. Meridian, has Sled notice of TownshiD 6 north. Ranee 7 east. N.M.P.
ux iiiteubiuii Barnhart, of Estancia, New Mexico,
intention
to
make three yeai xuenuian, ohb mea nouceProof,
to es who, on April 6th, 1909, made home- three vear
Proof, to establish claim to the land to make
tablish claim to the land above describ stead entry No. 09480. for
swM Sec. 13,
above described, before Neal Jenson, ed, before Neal Jenson, U. S. Commis
U. S. Commissioner, at Estancia, New sioner, at Estancia, New Mexico, on Township 6 north, Range 7 east, N.
M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inW. H. MASON
Mexico, on .the 22nd day of September, the 22nd day or September, iaia.- tention to make five year Proof,
Claimant names as witnesses:
1913.
to establish claim to the land above dePhysician and Optician
Claimant names as witnesses:
M. L. .Turner, J. S. Moore, F. T, scribed, before Neal Jenson. II. S.
Oflta Mcond door1
Meadows, Van W. Lane, all of Estan- Commissioner, at Estancia, N M., on
L.
M.
Turner,
T.
S.
F.
Moore,
KM
Patanriu
J.
estancia, n.m.
Bomh o Potofflo
the 17th day of September, 1913. "
Meadows, Van W. Lane, all of Estan cia, New Mexico.
Claimant names as witnesses;
Register.
DELGADO,
FRANCISCO
cia, New Mexico.
By
Joseph Castagna, E. Pace, J. P. Por
FRANCISCO DELGADO, Register.
Remarkable Cure of Dysentery. ter, F, J. White, all of Estancia, New
BEACH
"I was attacked with dysentery Mexico.
Costly Treatment
about July 15th, and used the doctor's FRANCISCO DELGADO. Register.
a roaring, riotous
All kinds of Leather Work, Harness,
I was troubled with constipation medicine and other remedies with no
New harness
and Shoe Repairing.
comedy romance.
and indigestion and spent hundreds of relief, only getting worse all the time.
parts and harness and saddlery,
RAYMOND T. SANCHEZ
dollars for medicine and treatment," I was unable to do anything and "my
hardware.
C. H. Hines, of Whitlow, Ark. weight dropped from 145 to 125 pounds.
writes
Livery, Dray and Transfer.
I went to a St. Louis hospital, also I suffered for about two months when
Good Service, Reasonable
to s hospital in New Orleans, but no I waa advised to use Chamberlain's
and Saloon Feed and Grain
Charges.
Give me a trial
cure was affected. On returning home Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
Issue
Get
A good supply always on hand
I began taking Chamberlain's Tablets, ored two bottles of it and it gave me Camp house and stable free for travelers
Prompt delivery
Phone 32
Everything at lowest market prices
and worked right along. I used them permanent relief," writes B. W. Hill,
Instalment
Hughes
Mercanof
Corner southeast
at the postoffice.
for some time and am now all right" of Snow Hill, N. C. For sale by all
Co.
ESTANCIA, N. M.
tile
ld by all dealers.
.;- advt. j CHILILI,
adv dealers.
NEW MEXICO
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Roberson Abstract Co.

On Your Mark !

Get Ready !

Got

R. L. Hitt

GOING

'

SOME

D. J. Alexander

REX

General Merchandise
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the First

With

